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Summary   

Many researches exist that seek what makes a process model understandable. Many others have been 
performed to measure how understandable a model is to a user. A literature review revealed that a 
valid and reliable measurement instrument research that assesses the understandability of a process 
model by its user(s) does not exist.  

This had lead to the objective of this research: 

To enhance the theory surrounding the concept of understandability of a process model, by analyzing 
preceding researches in order to define recommendations for the development of future measurement 
instruments. 

Research questions 

Based on the preceding the main research question was formulated as follows:   

How can different aspects of model understandability be combined to make recommendations 
on how to assess the understandability of a process model? 

In order to answer this research question, on a lower level several sub research questions need to be 
assess first:  

What is understandability of a business process model?  

What makes a business process model possesses understandability?  

How can understandability be measured? 

This research explained the understandability of a business process model through the characteristics 
that it possesses. These characteristics were explained as qualities. These qualities were defined within 
the clarity and relevance guidelines of the GoM framework.  GoM framework consists of six guidelines, 
which aim to increase the quality of information models (product quality) as well as the quality of 
information modelling (process quality). Relevance considers three objectives. This research focused on 
two of them, the assessment of a developed model through the assessment of the modelling technique. 
The modelling technique was assessed by the relations of the tasks and their meanings. These 
relationships were then defined by Workflow Patterns. Clarity on the other hand, refers to the 
subjective notion of whether the model is understood by the model user. Clarity was defined to be 
assessed by questioning to model user the task relationships and their meanings. However, instead of 
creating questions, this research analyzed data form preceding studies. Moreover, a complexity metric 
related with the size of the model was chosen as an indicator of the relationship between the 
understandability of the model and its user. Furthermore, by means of quantitative and qualitative 
evaluations performed on existing instrument measurements is how this research achieved its objective 
of making recommendations and questions that assess the understandability of a process model. 

The understandability of a business process model was defined as a characteristic that a business 
process model possesses which helps a person in its conceptualization and reasoning processes of the 
business process model; from which conclusions are drawn. 

This characteristic was defined as quality. In this research the quality of a model was defined by the 
guidelines relevance and clarity from the GoM framework and impacted by the complexity of the model.  
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Clarity is measured through Relevance, which in itself is measured by Workflow Patters (patterns from 
the Process perspective) and the relations within its tasks.  

The data of five preceding studies was analyzed. The analyses included the determination of the validity 
and reliability of their measurement instruments and the evaluation of the consistency and 
comprehensibility of its questions. A linear regression model was obtained which stated the relationship 
between the understandability of the model and its user. 

 
Results 
 
• In the Theoretical analysis which refers to the evaluation of the content validity of the studies’ 
measurement instruments it was concluded that the measurement instruments of data sets 1 and 2 
were not valid; and the measurement instruments of data sets 3 and 4 are. 
• In the Factor analysis in combination with Reliability Analysis which refer to the evaluation of the 
construct validity of the studies’ measurement instruments it was concluded that the measurement 
instruments of data set 2 lack of validity; and the measurement instruments of data sets 1, 3 and 4 are 
presented it partially. 
• In the Comprehension Analysis which refers to the evaluation of the question complexity it was 
concluded that concurrency, repetition and exclusiveness are better comprehended than order. 
 
Overall, it is recommended: 
• To improve the comprehension of the questions by improving its representation avoiding syntactic 
and semantic difficulties. 
• To improve the response of the question by avoiding the biases of ordered and none ordered series 
within a closed question. 
 
As general conclusions, the following were the questions which resulted as ‘good questions’. This 
research recommends them for being applied in future measurement instruments: 
• Order 

o There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an activity 
period of task B starts*     

• Repetition 
o For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once* 
o For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a process instance for 
which A is executed more than once*     

• Exclusiveness 
o If K is executed for a case, can L be executed for the same case?  
o Can A, K, and Q all be executed for the same case?  
o Can X and A all be executed for the same case?  

• Concurrency 
o There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B overlap*     
 

*It is recommended to rephrase this sentence in order to create a question 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction on the subject 

This research is motivated by the fact that a valid and reliable measurement instrument does not exist in 
research that assesses the understandability of a process model by its user(s).  

There are two lines of research. The first is related to the term understandability, which is a model-
centric perspective; the second to the term understanding, which is a user-centric perspective. 
Evidently, one cannot exist without the other and at times their fields of research have no well defined 
boundaries. This research focuses on a model centric perspective, where we are interested in the 
understandability of a process model by its users. With this, the theory, analyses, conclusions and 
recommendations in this research are more focused on the characteristics of the models and less on the 
characteristics of the users.  

Many researches exist that seek what makes a process model understandable. Many others have been 
performed to measure how understandable a model is to a user. In their research Mendling, Reijers and 
Cardoso (2007) found that the user’s theoretical modelling knowledge and model size impact model 
understandability. Moreover, Melcher, Mendling, Reijers & Seese (2010) support the idea that different 
aspects of structural process understanding are related to different levels of model complexity. Reijers 
and Mendling’s (2011) findings pointed personal rather than model factors as having a higher impact on 
model understanding. Maes and Poels (2007) developed a measurement instrument for the evaluation 
of conceptual models from a user’s perspective. These researches have two things in common, firstly 
they seek to assess how a user understands a model; secondly they design experiments that ask 
questions to users in order to determine the understandability of models. 

However, how can it be assured that these questions are correctly assessing what the respondent 
understands? Is the respondent affected by the form, type, and wording of the questions? Moreover, 
under which conditions can a process model be considered understandable? Is it when the conditions 
are sufficient to ensure that a reader is capable to apply the model and perform the task?  

Since many aspects need to be considered in order to know whether a process model is understandable, 
this research aims to gather knowledge to analyse the available measurement instruments for the 
evaluation of model understandability. Such analysis should determine good questions to include and 
easily applicable recommendations for future measurement instruments designs. For both academics 
and organizations it is important to know which factors influence model understanding and how they 
work.  

In academia, these questions and recommendations will contribute twofold, by themselves as a 
framework of model understandability and question design; and in future researches by applying them 
to obtain a better insight in how users perceive models and how they can be improved to make them 
more understandable. For industry, the outcome of this research can be used to design a measurement 
instrument to determine the quality of the current processes and to verify that employees understand 
their current process models.  

This research is the first attempt to bring together many model understandability factors which are 
expected to exist. This is done by using existing researches on Business Process Modelling and 
Conceptual Modelling and by applying Survey Psychology Theory. The outcomes of this research are 
recommendations for future measurement instruments designs and the determination of which 
questions to include, both for the assessment of model’s understandability.  
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1.2. Research Objective and Questions 

Research shows that there are many aspects that can be considered in order to assess the 
understandability, therefore the research question is: 

How can different aspects of model understandability be combined to make recommendations on 
how to assess the understandability of a process model? 

In order to answer this research question, on a lower level several sub research questions need to be 
assessed first. 

 What is understandability of a business process model? 

 What makes a business process model possesses understandability? 

 How can understandability be measured? 

1.3. Research Structure 

The research was conducted in four stages. The first stage consisted of a literature study. Conceptual 
modelling qualities were researched from which different frameworks were chosen to be used as the 
reference for model quality evaluation. Furthermore, insights on business process model 
understandability as well as general survey theory were obtained. These insights were used to define 
research objectives and limits.  

In the second stage of the project, a selection of data sets from preceding researches on model 
understandability was obtained. Moreover, theories of human cognition were analyzed in order to 
understand how the human brain processes questions. As a result of the research constraints, we limit 
the empirical investigation to the aspects of process model understandability by using data of five 
preceding studies.  

The third stage consisted of a statistical analysis of the data. The purpose was to obtain an aggregated 
and clear insight in how aspects of process model understandability were impacted by the structure of 
the models. A qualitative analysis was also performed to the studies in order to obtain a clear insight in 
the quality of the performed questions.  

In the last stage, the results and theories were combined to determine the recommendations and good 
questions. Conclusions were made on the overall project. 

1.4. Outline of the thesis 
This thesis is structured as follows. In this chapter the presentation of the problem, the research 
question and a description of the overall research was given. Chapter 2 presents the theory of model 
understandability and survey psychology. Chapter 3 describes the methodology of data gathering and 
analyses. In Chapter 4 an analysis of the data and its results are presented. Chapter 5 provides the 
recommendations and a list of good questions. Chapter 6 closes this research by giving concise answers 
to the research question and sub questions, by giving overall conclusions about this research and 
recommendations for future work.  
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2. Theory 

2.1. Understandability and Business Process Models 

2.1.1. Understandability Concept 

Brownell and Seems (1946) state that a person understands when he or she is able to act, feel, or think 
intelligently with respect to the situation (as cited in Bereiter, 2002, para 18). Perkins and Blythe (1994) 
on the other hand present understanding as a ‘performance perspective’ by stating that understanding 
is a matter of being able to do several thought-demanding tasks within a topic, like explaining, 
generalizing, analogizing, etc. (as cited in Bereiter, 2002, para 21).  

For Bereiter (2002) understanding should not be considered  as something in the mind or a set of over 
performances, understanding is the relation that exists between the knower and the object of 
understanding (Bereiter, 2002, para 22). This relationship can be influenced by our actions; 
understanding implies sufficient skills and character with respect to an object of knowledge to support 
intelligent behaviour. To understand something is to have conceptualized it to a given measure. 

In other words, an object has understandability if a person by means of knowledge is able to think about 
it, conceptualize it, grasp the meaning of it to a certain level and obtain a conclusion from it. 

The concept of understandability started to be popular in Software Engineering (SE) field, specifically for 
Software Quality. Initially quality was only associated with errors presented in the lines of code 
(Dowson, 1993). Since this task is performed by humans, errors appear quite easily. These code errors 
are translated to the software, then to the application; and finally appear at a moment when a user tries 
to perform an action and this action does not work. For the industry, errors implicate costs and time; 
time since the programmers need to go back, look for the error and amend it. The real trouble appears 
when the original programmer is not available anymore. If a different programmer does not understand 
what the preceding programmer wrote, repairing lines of codes results in a tedious and difficult task.  

From this, the term understandability emerged, which was defined as the characteristic that code 
possesses to which extent its purpose is clear to any programmer. In Boehm, Brown and Lipow (1976) a 
quantitative evaluation of software quality was performed. From this evaluation the concept of 
understandability changed; afterwards, a code possessed understandability if it presented consistency, 
self-descriptiveness, structuredness, conciseness and legibility. Understandability formed part of 
maintainability, in combination with testability and modifiability. 

Understandability, according to SAP (2004), is an ultimate prerequisite in order for users to perform any 
task. The better users understand an application, the more effectively they can use it because they know 
a greater portion of the application's functionality. This also leads to more efficiency because they can 
use functionality that achieves goals faster, with fewer steps, and fewer errors’. 

The understandability definitions of Boehm et al. (1976) and SAP (2004), correlate in a way that 
understandability is a possession, a characteristic, an aspect that an object, such as e.g. code, has. This 
characteristic allows a user to conceptualize it, process it and draw a conclusion from it. The object does 
or does not have understandability according with the conceptualization and reasoning of the user.  

We then define understandability as a characteristic that an object possesses which helps a person in its 
conceptualization and reasoning processes of the object; from which conclusions are drawn. 

2.1.2. Business Process Model Concept 

The concept of process models started to become popular in the studies of Software Engineering. 
According to Dowson (1993) the software industry grew exponentially through the sixties and seventies.  
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In the eighties, the management of this industry realized that software demand was continuously 
exceeding the capabilities of software development. Therefore, a wide variety of tools became available 
to support technical development activities, project management and configuration management. 
However, these tools were still not enough support for the growing industry. This is when the concept of 
software process emerged, referring to the process or steps that must be followed for creating, 
maintaining and evolving software systems. According to Dowson (1993), this process includes technical 
development, project management, data and configuration management, and quality assurance and 
control. If the process is incoherent and implicit this leads to lack of predictability, lack of repeatability, 
and the lack of a basis for improvement. After establishing the objectives of the software process, three 
main interrelated themes were defined: software process modelling; software process assessment and 
improvement; and software process support. This research is focused in software process modelling. 

‘A software process model is a descriptive representation of the structure of a software process that is 
general enough to represent a range of particular processes and specific enough to allow reasoning 
about them’, (Dowson, 1993, p. 57). Dowson (1993) classified process models accordingly to its reason 
of construction. Descriptive-purpose or activity-oriented process models capture how a process has 
been or will be executed. Analysis-purpose or product-oriented process models capture only part of a 
process to be analyzed. Preceptive-purpose or decision-oriented process models contain what the 
agents performing the process should do. For the purpose of this research the process models that will 
be analyzed fall in the category of activity-oriented process models. 

Despite that process modelling was defined as a tool for software process, according to Becker, 
Rosemann and Uthmann (2000) process models are not only used in the ‘traditional way’, e.g. software 
engineering; these models are increasingly used for organizational purposes like process reorganization, 
certification, costing or human resource planning.  

Similarly, a business process model, according to Rolón, Cardoso, García, Ruiz, & Piattini (2009) is the 
graphic description of a process which is usually managed by different stakeholders. One purpose for 
developing business process models, according to Gruhn and Laue (2006), is to support the 
communication between the stakeholders. Therefore we define business process model as the graphical 
representation of a process within an organization and its purpose is to communicate the same 
information to different users. To accomplish this, the models should be easy to understand and 
maintain.  

2.1.3. Understandability of Business Process Models 

If the word ‘object’ from the definition of understandability given by this research at the end of 
subchapter 2.1.1, is replaced by the words business process model, we then have the definition of 
understandability of business process model.  

Understandability is a characteristic that a business process model possesses which helps a person in its 
conceptualization and reasoning processes of the business process; from which conclusions are drawn.  

However, this definition brings new considerations that need to be assessed, like what are these 
characteristics that make a business process model possesses understandability? This question is 
answered in the following subchapters, presenting the view of this research in section 2.2.3.  

2.2. Understandability of Business Process Models  

In the preceding subchapter we defined the concept of understandability of business process models. In 
this subchapter, a review of the literature on the measurement of the characteristics that make a 
business process model possess of understandability is presented. First, the view of understandability as 
a quality of a model is presented in section 2.2.1; section 2.2.2 presents understandability by the view of 
complexity metrics.  
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This subchapter finishes with the presentation of the understandability characteristics that this research 
is basing on, as presented in section 2.2.3. 

2.2.1. Understandability by means of Model Quality 

Understandability of software is related to the quality of the software. The same principle holds in 
business process modelling, where the understandability of a business process model relies on the 
quality of the model.  

2.2.1.1. GoM Framework 

The research into quality of models used in information systems dates to the mid seventies and was 
more focused on data models. It was not until the mid nineties that true attempts in defining a 
framework for understanding quality in conceptual modelling were first made. The first attempt was the 
semiotic framework of Lindland, Sindre & Sølvberg (1994) which was originally intended for 
understanding the quality of requirements specifications of models. This framework considered three 
qualities based on definitions related with linguistics: semantic, syntactic and pragmatic quality.  

In the same line of research, Becker et al. (2000) proposed the Guidelines of Modelling (GoM) which is a 
framework to structure factors for the evaluation of process models. They suggested this framework to 
be based on the increment of perspectives of different types of user and purposes that models have. 
According to Becker et al. (2000) a business process model should be seen as a communication base for 
all persons involved. Therefore, the quality of a business process model becomes essential and not only 
a syntactic necessity to fulfil.  

The GoM framework, shown in Figure 1, consists of six guidelines, which aim to increase the quality of 
information models (product quality) as well as the quality of information modelling (process quality). As 
this research is focused on the model rather the process of its modelling, only those guidelines that are 
focused more on the product quality are considered in this research.  

 
Figure 1 The framework of Guidelines of Modelling taken from Becker et al. (2000 p. 32) 

The framework differentiates the six guidelines in: general preconditions for the quality of models 
conformed by correctness, relevance and economic efficiency; and optional characters which are clarity, 
comparability and systematic design.  

General preconditions 

 Correctness: The syntactic correctness refers to the consistency and completeness of the model 
against the metamodel which it is based on. The semantic correctness refers to the consistency of 
the structure and behaviour that the model has against the real world.  
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 Relevance: Considers three objectives. To select an object that is relevant to model; to use a 
relevant modelling technique; and to develop a relevant model. By relevant, is meant all those 
elements that if erased, the meaning of the model to the model user is lost.  

 Economic Efficiency: Is a constraint to all other guidelines.  

Optional guidelines 

 Clarity: Refers to the subjective notion of whether the model is understood by the model user.  

 Comparability: Refers to the use of layout and naming conventions that can make the model 
comparable with other information models. 

 Systematic design: Refers to the relationships that need to hold between process models and data 
models. 

2.2.2. Quality by means of Complexity 

There is another branch that relates quality with complexity, thus with understandability. This theory 
originated also from SE by relating quality with maintainability (Boehm et al., 1976). The idea was to 
maintain code errors as low as possible in order to increase the quality of the software model. Thus, 
complexity metrics were introduced to measure an attribute of a software model by deriving a numeric 
value. 

For business process models, there have been several studies that are trying to develop metrics based 
on software complexity metrics. According to Gruhn and Laue (2006) a complexity metric measures how 
difficult to understand a model is. The ‘number of activities’ metric is based on Lines of Code software 
complexity metric, which measures the number of executable statements. For business process models 
‘number of activities’ counts the activities in a process, but it has its limitations as it does not take into 
account the structure of the model (Gruhn and Laue, 2006), functionality or complexity (Cardoso, 
Mendling, Neumann and Reijers, 2006).  

‘Control Flow Complexity’ (CFC), is based on McCabe’s Cyclomatic Number software metric, which 
counts the number of linearly independent paths through a program. For business process models, CFC 
measures the possible number of decisions in the flow of control. Specific for process modelling, the 
measure can be affected by splits and joins. Rolón et al. (2009) demonstrated the use of CFC metric by 
means of an experiment, and found that the three construct types XOR-split, OR-splits and AND-splits 
affect both the understanding and modifiability of models. Cardoso et al. (2006) consider the CFC metric 
as easy to apply and useful as maintenance and quality metric; since it only measures control-flow 
complexity and not data complexity. 

Mendling (2008 p. 104) aimed to “contribute to a more quantitatively oriented approach to business 
process modeling by proposing a set of potential error determinants for EPC business process models”). 
He defined measurement as a process that assigns numbers and symbols to characteristics of events in 
the real world in order to represent the degrees of those characteristics enclosed by the event; and 
metric as the type of measurement that quantifies a certain characteristic of an event in the real world 
by following a predefined way of quantification. Based on metrics developed in Network Analysis, 
Software Engineering Process and related work on Metrics of Process Models, Mendling (2008) defined 
fifteen Metrics for Process Models.  

Mendling’s (2008) results stated that the relative frequency of errors above 50% was reached if: Number 
of Nodes>48; Number of Connectors>8; Number of Tasks>40; Number of Arcs>62; Token Splits>7; 
Connector Mismatch>9; Structuredness<0.8; among others. A part of Mendling’s (2008) results is a valid 
statistical regression model for predicting error probability which considered: Coefficient of Connectivity 
(CNC), Connector Mismatch (MM), Cyclicity (CYC), Separability (Π), Structuredness (Φ), Connector 
Heterogeneity (CH) and diameter (diam) metrics.  
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Mendling (2008) stated that complexity metrics are related with error determinants, as the larger the 
size of the model the less quality the model contains since a lot of errors will be found. If models have 
errors they are less easy for users to read, thus to understand. According to our definition of 
understandability, it seems that complexity metrics are good candidates to be considered as those 
characteristics that impact the quality of a model, therefore its understandability.  

Specifically, a metric related with the size of the model is applied further in this research. According to 
Mendling (2008), the larger the size of the model the less quality the model contains since a lot of errors 
will be found. There are several metrics related with the size of the model; such as number of nodes, 
connectivity, density, separability, structuredness and cyclicity. The chosen metric and the reasons of 
choosing it are presented in section 3.6.  

2.2.3. Understandability of Business Process Model: Approach for this Research 

This research, therefore, is based on a combination of GoM from Becker et al. (2000) and complexity 
metrics. First a discussion of the concepts that are not considered in this research is presented, followed 
by the discussion of how the remaining concepts are going to be used by this research. 

The guidelines of correctness, economic efficiency, comparability and systematic design from GoM are 
not considered for this research. All the decisions that these guidelines led or lead to are out of scope 
for this research. This leaves us with relevance and clarity guidelines from GoM as the concepts that lead 
to model quality.  

Since the objective of this research is making recommendations in order to assess the understandability 
of a process model, the interaction between the model and the user needs to be studied. The GoM 
framework is used here to define relevance. The relevance guideline concerns three relevant decisions: 
the object to be modelled, the modelling technique and the developed model. If assumed that the 
object to be modelled was already chosen and relevant; the developed model is the objective of this 
study. That leaves us with the modelling technique.  

According to Mendling (2008) a modelling technique consists of two parts: a modelling language and a 
modelling method. The modelling method describes rules by which a modelling language can be used. 
The modelling language has three parts: syntax, semantics and notation. In the syntax, constructs and 
rules are defined on how these constructs can be combined. In the semantics, a connection between the 
constructs and their meaning is defined. This connection can be made by workflow patterns, which are 
explained later on, in section 2.3.1. The notation is the graphical symbols of the syntax and semantics 
that are used for the visualization of the model.   

It is through the modelling technique that the interaction between the model and the user (clarity) takes 
place. It is through the interpretation that a user can distinguish what is presented by the modelling 
language and the model. Only this way the understandability of a model can be assessed; by asking to 
the user if what is presented makes any sense accordingly to the rules and his or her knowledge. These 
assessments lead to the overall quality of a business process model, if this model has quality, it 
possesses understandability.  

In order to increase the quality, the number of errors that a model contains should be small so the 
model becomes easier to read by its users. Therefore, a complexity metric that indicates how easy a 
model is to read needs to be considered. More on the complexity metric can be found in section 3.6.  

2.3. How to measure understandability of process models by means of Quality? 

In the preceding chapter we defined how to assess the understandability of a business process model, 
on the basis that if a model possesses certain qualities, a model possesses understandability. This 
chapter presents how to assess these qualities.  
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2.3.1. Workflow Patterns  

According to Mendling (2008) there are different approaches to provide foundation for the relevance of 
what is included in a model. The approach used here is that of Workflow patterns, which was specifically 
designed for business process models and will show to be a suitable measurement for clarity as well.  

The theory of Workflow patterns started with the work of Aalst, ter Hofstede, Kiepuszewski, and Barros 
(2003) that identified patterns for control flow, data, resources, exception handling and instantiation. A 
workflow, according to the Workflow Management Coalition Terminology and Glossary (1999) 
(hereafter WfMCT&G), is ‘the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which 
documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a 
set of procedural rules’ (WfMCT&G, 1999, p.8). 

Before going further, it is worth to determine few basic concepts and their synonyms. 

 An activity, according to WfMCT&G (1999) is the description of a piece of work that forms on 
logical steps within a process. The terms task, step, node, process element, operation, 
instruction can be used with the same meaning. 

 A process instance, according to WfMCT&G (1999) is the representation of a single enactment 
of a process. The term case can also be used with the same meaning. 

For the rest of this research, the terms ‘task’ and ‘case’ are used. 

Workflow Patterns (WP) classification started with the work of van der Aalst et al. (2003), who’s purpose 
was to systematically address business process automation requirements in order to provide the basis 
for a comparison of commercially available business process automation management systems. The idea 
was to set exemplars of what can be modelled and check if the commercial business process automation 
management systems supported these exemplars. At the beginning they defined patterns accordingly 
with different perspectives. The perspective that this research is interested in is the control-flow or 
process perspective which describes the process tasks and the order of execution that these tasks can 
present through different constructs. The rest of the perspectives, even though considered by the 
author as important, are out of scope for this research. In the implication section, the repercussions of 
not taking these perspectives into account are described.  

Process Perspective considers several patterns. For this research, the most basic patterns are addressed 
together with iteration patterns and some advanced patterns. The rest of the patterns are based in their 
majority on the basic patterns. In the implication section, the repercussions of not taking the remaining 
patterns into account are described.  

 Sequence: a task is enabled after the completion of another task in the same process. The sequence 
pattern is used to model consecutive steps in a process under a single thread of execution. This 
means that no AND-Split or AND-Join conditions occur during sequential routing. There is an explicit 
representation of dependency (i.e. directed arc) between two tasks which specifies the execution 
sequence. This pattern is depicted in Figure 2 with a blue frame. 

 Parallel Split: a point in a process where a single task splits into multiple tasks which can be 
executed in parallel, thus allowing tasks to be executed concurrently (simultaneously) or in any 
order. These multiple tasks may or may not be re-synchronized at some future time. This pattern is 
shown in Figure 2 by a red frame. 

 Synchronization: a point in the process where multiple parallel tasks join into one, thus 
synchronizing multiple tasks. It is an assumption of this pattern, that each incoming task of a 
synchronizer is executed only once. This pattern is depicted in Figure 2 with a pink frame.  

 Exclusive choice: a point in the process where, based on a decision, only one of several tasks is 
chosen. This pattern is shown in Figure 2 by a yellow circle. 
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Figure 2 Process model containing process patterns (taken from Mendling and Strembeck (2008)) 

 Simple merge: a point in the process where two or more alternative tasks come together without 
synchronization. It is assumed that none of the alternative tasks are executed in parallel. This 
pattern is depicted in Figure 2 with a beige circle. 

 Multi choice: a point in the process where, based on a decision, more than one of several tasks are 
chosen. This pattern is depicted in Figure 2 with a purple frame. 

 Multi merge: a point in the process where multiple tasks converge into a single subsequent task, 
thus synchronizing multiple tasks. It is assumed that each incoming task of a synchronizer is 
executed only once. This pattern is shown in Figure 2 with a dark green frame. 

 Arbitrary cycle: a point in the process where a cycle which has more than one entry or exit point is 
represented in a process model. Tasks can be repeated in the process without the need for specific 
looping restrictions on the overall format of the process model. This path is not depicted in Figure 
2. 

 Structured loop: the ability to execute a task repeatedly. The loop has either a pre test or post test 
condition associated with it that is either evaluated at the beginning or end of the loop to 
determine whether it should continue. The looping structure has a single entry and exit point. This 
pattern is depicted in Figure 2 with a violet frame. 
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Figure 2 presents a model taken from the research performed by Mendling and Strembeck (2008) in 
which the process perspective workflow patterns are depicted. 

If questions are developed in order to assess how much a user understands about these business 
process model patterns, which are universal and can be presented in any model domain, in any 
combination, and in any order; then a true assessment of the relevance of the model is being 
performed. Through questioning the understanding of the behaviour of the tasks through the patterns 
in the model to the user, is how the interaction between the model and the user, thus clarity, can be 
assessed; therefore the understandability of a process model. Overall, this research states that in order 
for a model to possess understandability, this model should have relevance and clarity. 

2.4. Survey Psychology 

In preceding chapters we determined what to ask for when measuring understandability of a model, and 
to some extent how to ask it. This subchapter will complement the how to ask and most important, the 
impact that this will have on a respondent’s answer. It discusses the psychological sequence that a 
respondent goes through while answering a survey. This theory is used to assess the comprehensibility 
of the questions of the survey. 

2.4.1. Question-and-answer Model 

According to Tourangeau, Rips and Rasinski (2000) questioning is an activity that people perform in 
order to obtain information. Many considerations need to be made in order to generate a question that 
matches the context and meaning of the researcher with the context and meaning the respondent may 
interpret. Therefore, it is important to start by understanding the cognitive process a respondent follows 
for answering questions. According to Tourangeau (1984) a respondent’s path while answering a 
question consists of four steps: (1) comprehension, (2) retrieval, (3) judgment and (4) response. These 
four steps of cognitive operations are not intended to be exhaustive. On the contrary, if the respondent 
needs to answer an open question he or she needs to formulate the answer, which calls for an extra 
step, instead of just selecting one from the pre-presented options. The respondent may also decide not 
to make the effort of remembering and simply refuse to give or select a response. Moreover, the 
respondent may already have the answer even before finishing reading or listening to the question.  

 
                                                                                                       Figure 3 Elaborated question-and-answer model. 

The four steps in the question-and-answer model and their cognitive aspects will be now described in 
depth. 

These four steps, according to Collins (2003), are 
known as the question-and-answer model and 
are depicted in                                                                                                        
Figure 3. Collins (2003) suggests that the 
question-and-answer process might not be 
linear. She argued that there may be 
interactions between steps and several 
iterations occur while the respondent is 
processing the question. This suggestion is 
represented by the arrows between the steps in                                                                                                        
Figure 3. These interactions and iterations may 
provoke errors. Tourangeau (1984) refers to 
these errors as the misunderstanding, 
misremembering, misjudging, or misreporting 
that occur. 
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2.4.1.1. First Step: Comprehension 

According to Tourangeau et al. (2000) comprehension covers the process of identifying the information 
required by the question. According to Collins (2003), a question has a literal and an intended meaning. 
By literally understanding word by word in a question does not make a respondent able to answer it, 
since he or she may interpret the purpose of the question differently than how the researcher intended 
it to be. A respondent comprehension of a question is derived from the context in which it is asked, and 
by the inferences based on his or her background stock of knowledge.  

2.4.1.2. Second Step: Retrieval 

 According to Collins (2003) when a respondent has to retrieve information from the long-term memory, 
this information can be factual or attitudinal. For factual information the retrieval process can be 
affected by (1) the context in which the question is presented. If this is not the same context that the 
respondent used to file his or her event, this may end in a wrong identification of the event or in an 
incorrect retrieved event. (2) Time. Over time, respondent experience becomes wider of similar events 
and limited of unique events. This may end in a better identification of those particular events than 
accurately recall many indistinctive events. (3) Information loss. Literal details are usually lost while 
trying to file them in memory; interpretations and inferences are filed instead. This may end in a 
recalling of events that may never have happened.  In order to design questions that can help 
respondents retrieval phase, the researcher should consider the question’s level of detail, how easily 
respondents will be able to retrieve the information required and the context.  

2.4.1.3. Third Step: Judgement 

In the judgment step, a respondent compares if what was comprehended and what was retrieved makes 
sense. If it does, then an answer option should be available that matches his or her answer. If it does not 
exist, then he or she needs to go back or to comprehension or retrieval steps. Collins (2003) considered 
that the judgment step can be performed by the respondent at any moment during the question-and-
answer process, and can feed the other steps as well.  

2.4.1.4.  Fourth Step: Response 

Here the respondent selects or elaborates an answer. Collins (2003) proposed two components for 
answering a question; formatting and editing. Formatting refers to the process the respondent needs to 
perform in order to fit his or her answer to a pre-established category. Editing refers to the process the 
respondent needs to perform in order to determine if his or her answer fits his or her perception of 
social desirability and self-presentation. The chosen categories can affect the way in which the 
respondent decides to answer and thus the answer itself. Moreover, the social desirability and self-
presentation factors depend on respondent’s perception of the question as being potentially threaten 
and sensitive.  

For the purpose of this research, which is to make recommendations on how to assess the 
understandability of a business process model, further information is provided in order to improve the 
comprehension and response steps. Since the application is for assessing a visual representation from 
which information needs to be understood in order to answer the questions; it is assumed that the steps 
retrieval and judgment are intrinsic to the respondent, and they will be impacted in a positive way by 
the improvement of the other two steps.  

2.4.2. Comprehension 

The product of comprehension, according to Tourangeau et al. (2000) consists of two mental 
representations focussed on the sentence that a person has just read. The first one, representation-of 
the sentence, consists of an arrangement of the fundamental grammatical and logical structure of the 
sentence, together with the lexical meaning of the individual words it contains.  
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The second one, named representation-about the sentence, consists mainly of inferences that the 
respondent draws from the sentence in combination with other knowledge that he or she has available 
on that moment. While the former is considered to be more constant across respondents’ competence 
in the language; the latter has a larger variation because of the respondent’s knowledge on the matter, 
but it also depends on the amount of time and effort that the respondents devotes to interpret the 
question. This research will focus on the representation-of the sentence. The representation-of a 
question involve several cognitive operations such as: (1)Representing the question in some format that 
makes its logical structure clear; (2) Selecting the question’s purpose; (3) Linking the nouns and 
pronouns to the relevant concepts in memory; and (4) Assigning meanings to the predicates in the 
essential context. In order to improve these cognitive operations, syntactic and semantic difficulties are 
presented so errors can be avoided. 

2.4.2.1. Syntactic difficulties in question wording 

Interrogative form  

Interrogatives involve displacement of words from the positions they occupy in the corresponding 
declarative sentences. In ‘yes/no’ questions these changes are small, involving a switch in the position of 
the sentence’s subject and an auxiliary verb. When the declarative has no auxiliary, a form of the verb 
‘do’ appears instead at the beginning of the question. In any case, the memory capacity used by the 
respondent is very low, making these questions easy to understand and to answer.  

Issues rise for questions that begin with wh-words, such as who, where, when, why, what, which, and 
how. Most of the wh-questions shift the position of the subject and the auxiliary, just as yes/no 
questions do; however, they present an extra step that requires a higher memory capacity of the 
respondent. According to Radford (1997) wh-questions take shape through a process that moves the 
wh-word to the front of the sentence, leaving behind a trace in the original position. In order to 
understand wh-questions, one should determine the trace position, since it is the trace position that 
determines the question’s purpose (information that needs to be filled in to answer the question).  

The words who(m), which, and what tend to provide more guidance because they are related with the 
verb in the sentence, while the words where, when, why and how are more related with optional part of 
the sentence.  

Ambiguity 

Grammatical ambiguity arises because the purpose of the question can be linked to more than one 
component of the fundamental meaning of the sentence. In general, ambiguities arise in complex 
questions with multiple rooted interrogatives in the same sentence. A remedy to this is to rewrite the 
question to eliminate the rooted ideas and clarify the intended meaning. Closed questions can also 
clarify things, since the answer options will point to the purpose of the question.  

Complexity 

Complexity refers to the fact that some questions may represent an overload to respondent’s processing 
resources. Questions containing more than one interrogative are a burden on working memory. The 
solution here is to decompose the question into several smaller questions. Another cause of complexity 
is the degree of rootedness that questions present; the higher the degree, the heavier the burden on 
processing capacity. Syntactic ambiguity increases the burden on working memory by forcing 
respondents to think about two or more interpretations. Garden path sentences, which require 
reinterpretation at the end, are similarity burdensome. These cases in conjunction with the individual’s 
respondent working memory capacity produce two main consequences of overloading working 
memory. The first one is when a question’s purpose may drop out of working memory causing the 
respondent to take an easy way out, e.g. by selecting the answer randomly, the ‘don’t know’ option if 
available, among others. The second one is a slowdown in cognitive processing.   
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2.4.2.2. Semantic effects in question wording 

According to Tourangeau et al. (2000) a question specifies a set of possibilities that match the range of 
valid answers; this is defined as ‘uncertainty space’. The researcher’s job is to ask a question in a way as 
to suggest the intended space. The respondent’s job is to capture the space and say where the correct 
answer lies within it. There are two main problems in which a question can fall. The first one refers to 
the lack of exhaustiveness, provoking that the respondent cannot identify a correct answer; this is 
named presupposition. The second one refers to the lack of exclusiveness, provoking that the 
respondent can identify more than one correct answer and is named vagueness. 

2.4.3. Response 

In the response step, processes involved in translating a judgment into an answer are examined. These 
processes differ depending on the format of the response because each format calls for different 
response selection or mapping strategy.  

2.4.3.1. Closed Items 

According to Tourangeau et al. (2000), one of the clearest findings in survey literature is that 
respondents generally act as if the survey questions meet the sincerity condition; they take for granted 
that the answer is to be found among the options presented. Accordingly, they select their answers 
from among those answer categories rather than giving answers from outside the set provided. Many 
respondents are unwilling to give a no opinion response. If, however, the question includes an explicit 
no opinion answer, they are much more likely to indicate they have no opinion. Besides expecting to 
find the answer among the explicit response options, respondents may draw additional inferences from 
the structure or order of the response options. Respondents tend to assimilate their reports to this 
perceived average. 

Several processes are likely to contribute to this assimilation effect. The first is impression-based 
processing, that is, basing one’s answers on a vague impression rather than on specific memories. The 
respondent’s impression in this case is likely to involve some sense of his or her standing relative to the 
population average. The second process is anchoring and adjustment, in which the middle response 
option serves as the starting point for an estimate that the respondent fails to adjust sufficiently. The 
third based on the response options and is discussed in the next subsections. The fourth is the desire to 
avoid embarrassment by selecting a safe, typical answer.  

All of these processes will contribute to a pile-up of responses around the middle option; moreover, the 
exact options offered will influence the overall distribution of the answers. The effect of the scale 
options is more marked when the question concerns the ‘typical’ person rather than the respondent 
himself or herself; in addition, the respondents exposed to different options differ in their estimates of 
the population average.  

2.4.3.1.1. Ordered Series 

In order to answer how people behave while answering questions in closed ordered items, we first need 
to explain Parducci’s (1965) range-frequency model. According to Parducci (1965), the mapping of 
judgments onto response categories reflects two basic principles; range and frequency.  

The range principle affirms “that the judge uses the categories to subdivide the psychological range, the 
difference between the two extreme values of the stimuli that form the psychological context for 
judgment” (Parducci, 1965, p. 408). The term stimuli here refer to the scale to be used.  

If the scale goes from ‘extra large’ to ‘extra small’, both values here represent the edges of the stimuli 
and the respondent may expect to have intermediate stimuli by having intermediate categories like 
‘large’, ‘medium’ and ‘small’.  
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However, if the researcher decides to give the respondent less stimuli, then the scale will be less 
expanded, it could have only one intermediate stimulus and go from ‘large’, ‘medium’ and ‘small’. The 
frequency principle refers to the tendency for respondents to assign a fixed proportion of the stimuli to 
each response category, which means the same weight to each category. It is assumed that the 
respondents prefer to use the response categories with equal frequency. If the stimuli are not in fact 
equally spaced, the frequency principle implies that the reports will make finer discriminations in 
regions along the dimension of judgment where there are many stimuli than in regions where stimuli 
are sparse.  

The range principle makes sure that the reported judgments keep the perceived rank order of the 
stimuli, while the frequency principle makes sure that ratings are spread across the entire scale. Some of 
the biases when either of these principles is not met are presented as follows:  

 Positivity or leniency bias is when respondents avoid the negative end of a rating scale. 

 Scale labels effects is when negative numbers are interpreted as implying more extreme judgments 
than low positive numbers. 

 Response contraction bias is when respondents avoid extreme response categories. 

 Reference point effect is when specific numbers convey specific meanings that may encourage or 
discourage respondents from selecting a given response option. 

 Scale range effect is when the range changes beliefs about the object being rated or about the 
population distribution. 

The total number of the response categories can affect the difficulty of the item. With too few 
categories, the rating scales may fail to discriminate between respondents with different underlying 
judgments; with too many, respondents may fail to distinguish reliably between adjacent categories. 
Based on a review of the literature, Krosnick and Fabrigar (1997) argued that seven scale points seem to 
represent the best compromise. 

2.4.3.1.2. Not Ordered Series 

Another common format of survey items is a list of categorical response options that do not form an 
ordered series or rating scale. The respondent’s task in this situation is to pick the category that best 
represents his or her judgment. However, it has been observed according to Tourangeau (1984) that 
respondents may take any shortcuts to reduce the work by choosing an answer that is sufficient instead 
of one that is correct.  

According to Krosnick and Alwin (1987), if response options appear visually, three processes may 
contribute to an inclination for respondents to choose options presented at the beginning of the list. 
First, a ‘satisficing’ criterion implies that the earlier in the list an acceptable answer appears, the more 
popular it will be. Second, respondents are likely to process first options more deeply than later ones. 
(Krosnick and Alwin, 1987). Finally, the options presented at the beginning of the list may establish a 
standard of comparison for later options. 

In addition to model of presentation, Krosnick and Alwin (1987) argued that response order effects are 
moderated by a second variable the respondent’s cognitive sophistication. The less sophisticated the 
respondent, the more likely he or she is to satisfice (to make less effort). The key variable affecting 
susceptibility to response order effects is working memory capacity.  

There are two forms of satisficing: weak in which respondents may take shortcuts but do not abandon 
any of the major components of the response process and strong in which they abandon whole 
components. Weak takes such forms as selecting the first response options that constitutes a 
reasonable answer or agreeing with items that make an assertion.  
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Strong satisficing takes such forms as selecting ‘don’t know’ as the answer, choosing the most neutral 
response options, selecting the same response for every item, or even answering randomly. Clearly, 
these response strategies represent radical attempts by the respondents to minimize effort that go 
beyond their efforts to reduce the difficulty of mapping a judgment onto a response category.  

Krosnick et al. (2002) concluded that as a result of keeping a no opinion option sample size and 
statistical power will suffer. Moreover, they systematically established an attraction that the no opinion 
option has on low-educated respondents. If a researcher prefers to provide a no opinion option, it is 
suggested to ask a follow-up question to assess if the respondent leans toward an option.  

Similarly, Mondak and Creel (2001) experiments concluded that ‘don’t know’ answers can be decreased 
by persuading the respondent to give a different answer rather than ‘don’t know’. Their results showed 
that 2 out of every 3 who gave a ‘don’t know’ answer the first time answered correctly in the second 
time, this means that respondents might not be guessing after all. Overall, no opinion answers may be 
due to satisficing, therefore it is better to discourage them rather than encourage them. 

2.5. Background definitions 

Before we go further, definitions of measurement instrument, reliability and validity are given. These 
definitions are important, since against them the results of the qualitative and quantitative analyses will 
be carried out. 

A measurement instrument according to Blalock and Blalock (1971) represents the entire set of mapping 
operations by which a scale is constructed. This means that a measurement instrument can take the 
form of mathematical formulae, surveys, scales, etc.; which reflect all the possibilities that can be 
measured derived from theory. 

Validity of a measurement instrument, according to Blalock and Blalock (1971) is to ask whether, or to 
what extent, the numbers assigned to events correspond to the variable quantity that was intended. 
Cronbach and Meehl (1995) distinguished four types of validity. For the purpose of this research, we 
focus only on two of them: content validity and construct validity. The idea behind content validity is 
that first the researcher should define a universe in which he or she is interested; content validity 
appears then when the test items are covering all aspects of this universe. Construct validity, refers to 
whether a test is a measure of some characteristic which it intends to measure. Through a factor 
analysis test it is possible to identify the constructs or characteristics that can be used to measure the 
universe. A construct is the factor in which the variable loadings are contained together.  

According to Field (2005) reliability refers to the degree in which a scale consistently reveals the 
construct it is measuring. In statistical terms, reliability is based on the idea that individual items, or sets 
of items, should produce results consistent with the overall questionnaire. Estimates of reliability are 
valuable indications of the degree of measurement error. There are many estimates of reliability; 
Cronbach’s alpha is the most common one. Here the sample is split in two in every possible way and 
computing the correlation coefficient for each split. The average of these values is equivalent to 
Cronbach’s alpha and it results in a number between 0 and 1. A high reliability value reflects that the 
variance of the variable or set of variables is ‘true’ variance; the rest of the variance is measurement 
error. 

 

In this chapter, we presented the theory on which this research is based. Workflow Patterns is used as 

the framework from which the concepts of relevance and clarity are measured as determinants of 

model quality, therefore of understandability. How to create the questions that will assess the 

interaction between in the content of a business process model and its user and therefore its clarity, has 

not been yet assessed. This is the subject of the following Chapter 3. 
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3. Methodology 

In the preceding chapter, we defined understandability of a business process model as a characteristic(s) 
that the model possesses which helps a person in his or her conceptualization and reasoning processes 
of the characteristics of the model and from which he or she can draw conclusions. The characteristics 
were then defined as qualities based on the concepts of relevance and clarity of the GoM guidelines 
from Becker et al. (2000). This chapter presents how the assessment of clarity should be performed 
through the relevance. Instead of coming up with questions and then test them, related work is 
analyzed instead, to see how these researches came up with their questions. From the findings, further 
analyses were performed in order to obtain recommendations and good questions for the futures 
measurement instruments development.  

First it is described how related work in the field was gathered and which were decided to be the sample 
of this research. Then, the structure of the analyses to be performed is described.  

3.1. Sample Selection 

The goal question metric (GQM) was used to determine the sample of the process model studies. GQM 
according to Mashiko and Basili (1997) consists of three levels. In level one, the conceptual level, a goal 
of what it is wanted to be known, is defined. In level two, the operational level, questions are defined to 
determine how to evaluate and reach the goal. In level three, the quantitative level, metrics are 
assigned to one or more questions to be able to give a quantitative answer to the questions. For this 
research, instead of metrics, studies are assigned to answer the questions. 

3.1.1. Conceptual Level 

The setup of this analysis is to analyse preceding studies instead of designing questions. Therefore, the 
goal is to gather as many empirical studies as possible that are related with understandability of a 
business process model, assessed by the structure of the model (workflow patterns) and the interaction 
with model users through a survey (clarity). 

3.1.2. Operational Level  

The questions that were used in order to gather the studies were:  

 Is the study related with understandability of business process models? – Any study that its 
main research objective was not understandability was discarded.  

 Is this a theoretical or empirical study? – In order to be able to make an analysis of surveys, 
studies with an empirical research were chosen. 

 What type of sample was used in the study; participants or log data? – Many studies use log 
data (business process models from companies) as sample. Many others use participants. We 
were interested in those who assigned participants as sample.  

 Is the measurement instrument a survey? – We looked for studies that applied surveys. 

 Is the dependent variable understandability of business process models? – An answer of yes was 
the optimal answer. 

 Can the independent variables within studies be related? – With this question, we were looking 
for studies that were using the same independent variables to be able to analyse the differences 
and similarities within studies.  

3.1.3. Quantitative Level 

An extensive research was performed to answer the preceding questions. This research started with the 
conclusions obtained by the literature review of Aguilar Flores (2011) which elaborated on the concepts 
of Perceived Semantic Quality and User Satisfaction from Maes and Poels (2007).  
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Model Understanding Aspects (order, concurrency, repetition and exclusiveness) as defined by Melcher 
et al. (2010); and metrics as defined in Cardoso et al. (2006). A consecutive research via the ‘snowball’ 
method was performed to the preceding results’ references. Interviews with experts in the field were 
also performed to get better insights. The searches and interviews helped the author to determine the 
following studies depicted in Table 1 as sample candidates to be used as data.  

 

 

Table 1 Sample Candidates Studies and Data Set classification 

Researches 1 to 5 presented in Table 1 assessed users’ model understandability through order, 
repetition, exclusiveness and concurrency aspects questions. Researches 1, 2 and 5 also related users’ 
answers to metrics and almost all the metrics used were based on Mendling’s (2008) study. The main 
differences among these studies are the number of respondents, models, questions performed to assess 
understandability and the metrics used. However, they had a clear common pattern; they all used model 
understanding aspects, the same notation and survey respondents. Research 6 assessed users’ model 
understandability through modularity1.  

A qualitative evaluation of the variables was performed. Part of this evaluation, was the comparison of 
dependent and independent variables among studies which concluded that study 6 by Reijers and 
Mendling (2008) was not suitable as data. The reason was that it was the only study measuring 
modularity so no further insight could be gained from it. In order to be able to study the 
understandability of a business process model, studies 1 to 5 were used as the data of this research. 
They form a purposive sample, which means that they were considered to be representative for this 
research since their answers to the selective questions on the operational level satisfy the goal of the 
conceptual level. 

 

3.2. Data Summary 

A summary of the questionnaire and models used in the studies chosen as data are presented in 
Appendix A. Here a brief description of the importance of each study to this research is presented. From 
this point forth, the word data set refers to the data from each study. The studies of Mendling et al. 
(2007) or data set 1 and Reijers and Mendling (2011) or data set 5, share a major part of data. Therefore, 
the analysis was performed to the whole data together. Thus, the analyses presented in the next 
chapter were performed to a total of four data sets. Data set 1 refers to the research performed by 
Mendling et al. (2007) and the research performed by Reijers and Mendling (2011). Data set 2 refers to 
the research of Mendling and Strembeck (2008). Data set 3 contains the data of the research performed 
by Melcher and Seese (2008). Data set 4 contains the data of the research performed by Melcher et al. 
(2010).  

                                                           
1
 Modularity is defined by Reijers and Mendling (2008) as the design principle of having a complex system 

composed from smaller subsystems that can be managed independently yet function together as a whole. 

Study Title Authors Year Data Set

1 What makes process models understandable       Mendling, J., Reijers, H.A. and Cardoso, J. 2007 1

2 Inflence factors of understanding business process models Mendling, J. and Strembeck, M. 2008 2

3
Towards Validating Prediction Systems for Process 

Understandability: Measuring Process Understandability
Melcher, J. and Seese, D. 2008 3

4 On measuring understandability of process models
Melcher, J., Mendling, J., Reijers, H.A. and Seese, 

D.
2010 4

5
A study into the factors that influence the understandability  of 

business process models
Reijers, H.A. and Mendling, J. 2011 1

6 Modularity in process models: review and effects Reijers, H.A. and Mendling, J. 2008
Not chosen as 

sample
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3.2.1. Study 1: ‘What makes process models understandable?’ 

In this research Mendling et al. (2007) investigated factors that might influence understandability of 
process models. Their purpose was “to get insight into empirical connections between personal and 
model characteristics and the ability of a person to understand a process model properly” (Mendling et 
al., 2007, p. 49). They performed an experiment and interviews with experts. For the experiment, 
understandability of process models was assessed by a variable named ‘SCORE’. This dependent variable 
was measured by the understandability aspects (order, concurrency, exclusiveness and repetition of 
tasks) through eight closed questions and one open question related to model problem identification. 
The independent variables were of two types, personal and model factors. The personal factors assessed 
the theoretical knowledge and practical experience of each respondent and each respondent’s 
perception of the difficulty of each model. For model factors, metrics for each model were computed 
accordingly to Mendling (2008) descriptions.  

The SCORE variable showed a deviation from normality. Model L, which had a low mean SCORE, resulted 
different from the rest of the models. The peculiarity with model L was that it contained a different 
routing element (XOR-split) which made the respondents be uncertain while answering. Respondents 
did rank models according to their perception; and model L was perceived as the most difficult one. 
However, even though respondents perceived some models more difficult than others, this was not 
reflected in the SCORE variable except for model L. The authors concluded that respondents overstated 
their perception regarding the difficulty of models. Mendling et al. (2007) tried to relate SCORE with 
THEORY and PRACTICE variables; however their results suggested that students’ self-assessments were 
not valid. Their results showed that students from Eindhoven University of Technology had better 
results than the students from the other universities. When comparing course’s materials it appeared 
that students from Eindhoven received extra concepts definitions which might help them understand 
the relation between models and questions. The authors also tried to relate SCORE variable with model 
related factors, which were the metrics. From these tests the metrics DENSITY (-0.618) and AVERAGE 
CONNECTOR DEGREE (-0.674) were significantly related to SCORE. Moreover, regressions were 
performed only considering those metrics correlated with SCORE variable. The model with the highest 
adjusted R2 included the metric AVERAGE CONNECTOR DEGREE and explained 45% of the variance of 
SCORE. 

For the interviews experts emphasized the value of analytical skills and visual perceptiveness as personal 
factors. Modelling experience and familiarity with the modelling technique were regarded as positively 
influencing understandability. Regarding model factors, the experts regarded certainty, simplicity, 
structuredness and modularity as positively related to understandability. Less rigorously mentioned 
were tasks descriptions and good context information. At the end, the experts ranked model factors as 
the most important to be considered, followed by personal factors and domain knowledge for 
understanding process models. Mendling et al. (2007) concluded that personal factors influence the 
ability to understand process models. Specifically, the amount of theoretical model knowledge of a 
person resulted as influential, based on the difference found among the scores of each university and 
related to the course materials that each university had. However, the correlation between SCORE and 
THEORY variables was not significant and no information of how many participants of each university 
participated was presented. Also, it was concluded that small variations on models can lead to 
significant differences in their comprehensibility. Mendling et al. (2007) mentioned four aspects that 
influenced SCORE; however definitions of these aspects or a clear relation of how the questions 
represented them were never given. This might have an implication on how metrics were related to the 
dependent variable and this is topic for the current research. The specific data that was taken from this 
study consists of the SCORE results and the metric values.  
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3.2.2. Study 2: ‘Influence factors of understanding business process models’ 

In Mendling and Strembeck (2008) research, the influence of personal, structural and textual factors on 
understandability of process models were investigated. Their objective was to know which other factors, 
besides model size, have an impact on understandability of process models. In particular, they “want to 
find out how the textual content of the activity labels might influence understandability” (Mendling and 
Strembeck, 2008, p. 143). In Mendling and Strembeck (2008) understandability of process models, the 
dependent variable, was measured using three different methods. The first method, named ‘PSCORE’, 
was the number of correct answers by a respondent. It assessed the understandability related to a 
person. The second method, named ‘MSCORE’, was the number of correct answers to a model. This 
method assessed the understandability related to a model. The third method, ‘CORRECTANSWER’, was 
the number of correct answers to a question. This variable assessed the understandability related to a 
model aspect. The independent variables were of three types: personal, model and label factors. For 
personal factors, these authors used four variables: DURATION which measured the experience of the 
respondent; INTENSITY which measured the expertise of the respondent; TIME which measured how 
much time the respondent took to answer the survey; and THEORY which assessed the knowledge of 
respondent by asking six theoretical questions related with process modelling (choices, concurrency, 
loops, and deadlocks). For model factors, these authors computed some metrics for each model, 
accordingly to Mendling (2008) descriptions. Soundness was the only metric not described by Mendling 
(2008). Mendling and Strembeck (2008) used the definition of Mendling and Aalst (2007), which stated 
that an EPC model is sound if it has structuredness. Finally, for label factor, these authors used a variable 
that was related with the fact that some models presented textual labels or abstract labels (only a 
letter).  

Their results established a correlation between PSCORE and THEORY; and PSCORE and INTENSITY; 
confirming that the individual knowledge plays an important role with understanding process models. It 
is worth to remark that THEORY and the THEORY variable of Mendling et al. (2007) were not measured 
in the same way. Mendling et al.’s (2007) theory variable was a self assessment question that resulted in 
a positive but no significant correlation with their dependent variable (which measured the 
understandability of process models). Mendling and Strembeck’s (2008) THEORY variable was group of 
six questions related to process model theory, but not related with the models presented in the 
experiment. Regarding the model factors, the results only supported the relation between MSCORE and 
SEPARABILITY metric. STRUCTUREDNESS resulted with a zero correlation with MSCORE. Moreover, the 
authors found that using labels did not make a difference in the understandability of the process model. 
They did find a negative relation between CORRECTANSWER and TEXTLENGTH, from which the authors 
concluded that it becomes harder to match the elements mentioned in the question with the elements 
in the graphical model when the text labels get larger.  

Mendling and Strembeck (2008) considered two more aspects in comparison with the other studies, 
trace and soundness. Trace semantics definition, according to van Glabbeek (1990), refers to the trace 
of process p if there is a process q such that p can evolve in process q. In other words, trace semantics is 
based on the idea that two processes are to be identified if they allow the same set of observations, 
where an observation simply consists of a sequence of actions performed by the process in succession. 
Van Glabbeek (1990) research aimed to classify process semantics. In order to give a meaning of what 
was intended to be measured by Mendling and Strembeck (2008) trace is defined as a sequence of tasks 
performed by the process in succession. Tracing the tasks through the process is important because 
while doing it one can realize if the process is ending successfully or unsuccessfully. If the process ends 
successfully, this means according to van der Aalst (1997), that “for any case, the procedure will 
terminate eventually, and at the moment the procedure terminates there is a token in place ‘o’ and all 
the other places are empty” (van der Aalst, 1997, p. 408).  
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He named this property the soundness property. This means that for any business process model, when 
a case starts and runs through the process, a case should finish in the final step without leaving behind 
dead tasks. These dead tasks usually appear in bad constructed models where the splits and joins are 
not synchronized with the same type of connector, or they are not synchronized at all. Since these two 
properties were considered only in this study and were not considered as model quality characteristics 
for the purpose of this research, they will not be included in the analysis of this research. 

As conclusions, Mendling and Strembeck (2008) pointed out that in order to be able to understand a 
process model all three types of factors need to be considered. In particular, they suggested the 
development of guidelines for understandable structure and text labels. Also they emphasised the 
importance of training since experienced process modellers performed better. The specific data that 
was taken from this study are: the dependent variables results, but only for the models with abstract 
labels; and the metric values. 

3.2.3. Study 3: ‘Towards validating prediction systems for process understandability: measuring 

process understandability’ 

Melcher and Seese’s (2008) research is focused on finding an understandability metric that fulfils the 
reliability and validity requirements. Sceptical on the preceding works of Mendling et al. (2007) and 
Mendling and Strembeck (2008); Melcher and Seese (2008) proposed definitions for the concepts of 
order, concurrency, exclusiveness and repetition of tasks which were related with the understandability 
variable by Mendling et al. (2007). The definitions presented below are exactly described as Melcher and 
Seese’s (2008) research. 

First, they defined the activity period of task t as the period between a point in time when t becomes 
executable and the next point in time when the actual execution of t terminates. 

For questions related to task order, the relations              with the following meanings can be 
used: 

             There is no process instance for which an activity period of task t1 ends before an 
activity period of task t2 starts. 

              There is a process instance for which an activity period of task t1 ends before an 
activity period of task t2 starts. But there also exists a process instance for which this does not hold.  

             For each process instance, an activity period of task t1 ends before an activity period 
of task t2 starts. 

For questions related to task concurrency, the relations              with the following meanings can 
be used: 

             There is no process instance for which the activity periods of tasks t1 and t2 overlap. 

              There is a process instance for which the activity periods of tasks t1 and t2 overlap at 
least once (several executions of t1 and t2 per process instance are possible). But there also a 
process instance for which this does not hold. 

             For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks t1 and t2 overlap at least once. 

For questions related to task exclusiveness, the relations              with the following meanings 
can be used: 

             There is no process instance, for which tasks t1 and t2 are both executed. 

            There is a process instance, for which tasks t1 and t2 are both executed. But there also 
exists a process instance for which this does not hold. 

             For each process instance, the tasks t1 and t2 are both executed. 
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For questions related to task repetition, the relations                with the following meanings can be 
used: 

              For each process instance, task t is executed exactly once. 

             For each process instance, task t is executed not once or exactly once. Both cases 
really occur.  

             For each process instance, task t is executed not once, exactly once or more than 
once. There exists a process instance for which t is executed not once and another one for which t 
is executed more than once. 

             For each process instance, the task t is executed at least once. There exists a process 
instance for which t is executed more than once. 

After defining these concepts, Melcher and Seese (2008) also defined other properties for the above 
aspects: 

 The relations                       are symmetric, which means that 
                                           . 

 For all possible task combinations, exactly one relation per aspect is true. 

Melcher and Seese (2008) also defined other properties related to their aspects and these are shown in 
Table 2. Their results did not support their hypothesis that the personal process understandability can 
be seen as outcomes of a random variable, since only order aspect resulted with a normal distribution.  
The authors attributed these results to the fact that the process was too easy, small and the sample too 
low. With these results, hypothesis one was partially supported. Hypothesis two, proposed by Melcher 
and Seese (2008) stated that different aspects of a process understandability result in different values of 
the estimated process understandability of a process. Only for the combinations order-repetition, order-
concurrency and order-exclusiveness, a correlation was found. Again, the authors attributed these 
results to the fact that the process was too easy and small. With these results, hypothesis two was 
partially supported. 

 
Table 2 Other properties defined by Melcher and Seese (2008) 

To test hypothesis three, which stated that the different questions of an aspect are not equally difficult, 
Melcher and Seese (2008) computed the mean and standard deviation of the estimated partial process 
understandability; and the rate of values lower and higher than the confidence interval bounds of the 
four aspects for each covered rate. These computations supported their third hypothesis, since the 
smaller the coverage rate, the higher the standard deviation and the number of values outside the 
confidence interval. Order aspect had the strongest effect.  

In respect with these last results and according with Melcher and Seese’s (2008) computations, it can be 
stated that for concurrency, exclusiveness and repetition a very small coverage rate is needed to 
actually capture the understandability of the process model; in particular for exclusiveness aspect. 
However, the same statement cannot be performed for order, which needs a higher coverage rate in 
order to have the same standard deviation of the other three aspects.  

Property Definition

Maximum Number of Questions Defined in section 4.1.4

Personal Process Understandability
Average of correct answers times the total number of

questions per respondent

Estimated personal process

understandability

Personal process understandability divided by the total

number of respondents

Personal partial process understandability

Average of the total number of correct answer per aspect

times the total number of question per aspect per

respondent

Estimated personal partial process

understandability

Personal partial process understandability divided by

the total number of respondents

Coverage Rate

Ratio between the number of asked questions of an

aspect relative to the number of possible questions per

aspect
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As conclusions, Melcher and Seese (2008) commented that all aspects should be considered to get an 
overall value of process understandability. The coverage rate of questions should not be too small and 
the questions should be selected randomly. The specific data that was taken from this study are: the 
results obtained per aspect.  

3.2.4. Study 4: ‘On measuring understandability of process models’ 

Melcher et al. (2010) research focused on the development of a reliable and valid measurement 
instrument to determine the extent to which a respondent structurally understands a process model. 
Inspired by the existing work of Mendling et al. (2007), Mendling and Strembeck (2008), and on Melcher 
and Seese (2008); they worked out the limitations of Melcher and Seese’s (2008) research by 
experimenting with a more complex process and a large number of respondents. The concept’s 
definitions used by Melcher et al. (2010) were the same proposed by Melcher and Seese (2008) and 
displayed in the preceding summary.  

The hypotheses proposed by Melcher et al. (2010) were the same as Melcher and Seese’s (2008) plus 
one. Results of experiment data analysis showed that for all the aspects except for order, almost all the 
respondent’s answered every question correct. This, according to the authors, implied that order 
questions were harder to answer. However, the authors did not clarify if this last implication had to do 
with the fact that the order questions were not addressed well; or maybe that the concept of order is 
not very well understood among respondents. 

Melcher et al. (2010) concluded that their experiment supported the hypothesis that different aspects 
of structural process understandability are related to different levels of complexity. They also concluded 
that asking only a sample of the set of possible questions can cause values for process understandability 
to differ very much from the real value. Thus, all aspects should be considered to get an overall value of 
process understandability. The coverage rate of asked questions must not be too small and the 
questions should be selected randomly.   

Basically they reconfirmed the conclusions from Melcher and Seese (2008). They further suggested 
selecting a suitable coverage rate in order to minimize the measuring effort and the differences from 
the real structural process understandability value. They suggest investigating whether the ideal 
coverage rate is indicated relative or absolute to the process model size and whether it depends on 
other (structural) process properties.  

The argumentation of the current research is based on the recommendation made by Melcher et al. 
(2010), suggesting to research a way to determine which type of questions should be asked to a person 
to be able to assure that he or she really understands the model in question. The specific data that was 
taken from this study are: the results obtained per aspect.  

3.2.5. Study 5: ‘A study into the factors that influence the understandability of business process 

models’ 

Reijers and Mendling’s (2011) research was based on the identification of factors besides the size of a 
process model that influence its understanding. In this research, the new input lies in trying to relate 
individual model understanding (rooted in cognitive research on computer program comprehension) 
with personal and model factors. These authors focused on the binary relationships between two 
activities in terms of execution order, exclusiveness, concurrency and repetition of tasks.  
The execution order relates, according to these authors, to whether the execution of one activity ai 
eventually leads the execution of another activity aj. Exclusiveness means that two activities ai and aj can 
never be executed in the same process instance. Concurrency covers two activities ai and aj if they can 
potentially be executed concurrently. Repetition is when a single activity a can be called repeatable if it 
is possible to execute it more than once for a process instance.  
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These relationships play an important role in reading, modifying, and validating the model. Reijers and 
Mendling (2011) defined understandability as the degree to which information contained in a process 
model can be easily understood by a reader of that model. This implies, according to the authors, that 
understandability can be researched from the personal factors and from factors related to the model 
itself. In order to try to explain these relationships better, these authors used the buildings of the 
cognitive dimensions framework which states that (1) a representation always emphasizes certain 
information at the expenses of another one, and (2) there has to be a fit between the mental task at 
hand and the notation.  

An expert is named an expert, according to Reijers and Mendling (2011), when in addition to having 
worked a certain matter for years; he or she has also been practicing it on a daily basis. With this 
experience, knowledge and the ability to recognize patterns is built. The cognitive styles that a person 
has depend on personality. There are persons that prefer graphical versus verbal information or to have 
the big picture instead of detailed information. As models enable reasoning through visualization, 
reader’s perception capabilities are important; which differ with experience. As a consequence it is 
expected that understandability is impacted by model features and personal characteristics. 

The experiment of this research is the same as in Mendling et al. (2007). The differences are that for this 
paper, Reijers and Mendling (2011) included instead of the interviews with experts, a second 
experiment which was performed in a master class on Business Process Management held for one of the 
largest mobile telecommunications companies. The sample included eight professionals working in a 
unit concerned with supporting operational improvements projects. The independent variables were 
also modified from Mendling et al. (2007). For personal factors, these authors used the same THEORY 
and PRACTICE variables and added EDUCATION, which captured where the respondent was studying or 
working. For model factors, Reijers and Mendling (2011) used the same metrics as in Mendling et al 
(2007) plus one. This was the Cross Connectivity Metric, which the authors took from Vanderfeesten, 
Reijers, Mendling, Aalst & Cardoso (2008).  

Cross-Connectivity metric measures the extent to which all the nodes in a model are connected to each 
other; and they expected it to have a negative relation with SCORE. Reijers and Mendling (2011) stated 
that the more the person can be regarded to be an expert, the better his or her understanding of a 
model will be. Moreover, by performing linear regressions test, the authors identified with an R2 equal 
to 79% a regression that contained Number of OR-joins, Density, Average Connector Degree, Mismatch 
and Cross-Connectivity. From these metrics, only Density and Average Connector Degree presented a 
significant correlation with SCORE. As a conclusion, the authors stated that both of the factors which 
related the most with understandability, Density and Average Connector Degree, relate to the number 
of connections (arcs); pointing to the negative effect that a relatively high number of dependencies in a 
model has on model’s understandability. If size is kept constant, according to Reijers and Mendling 
(2011) the more complex the model is, the worse will be the understandability of it.  

In order to determine which of the factors influence the understandability variable the most, these 
authors ran regressions for (1) personal factors only, (2) model factors only and (3) all factors. The model 
with an adjusted R2 of 0.231 showed a value for personal factors more than twice as high (0.158) as for 
model factors (0.061). This indicated that even though both factors affect the understandability variable, 
personal factors affect it the most.  

The combination of both types of factors gives the highest explanatory power. In order to maximize the 
external validity of their research, these authors used real-world process models and replicated their 
own experiment with experienced process modellers. The average value of SCORE that the professionals 
had (5.83) was below the average value that all students had (6.92). Their results confirmed that the 
professionals performed similarly as the students from Madeira and Vienna, but less than the Eindhoven 
students.  
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This may be an indication that knowledge of abstract modelling notions (which Eindhoven students 
have) may be key in explaining process model understandability. Thus, theoretical knowledge is more 
important than practical experience, at least for this domain. The specific data that was taken from this 
study are: the SCORE results of the experienced process modellers. 

3.3. Theoretical Analysis  

It is worth to acknowledge the limitations considered while performing the analyses. In order to keep 
consistency between data sets, only the closed questions related with the aspects of concurrency, 
exclusiveness, order, repetition and co-occurrence were considered for this research. Moreover, only 
those models that presented an abstract task label were considered for this research. This in line with 
Mendling and Strembeck’s (2008) findings, that using labels did not make a difference in the 
understandability of the process model. The impact that this limitations may have on this research is 
discussed in section 6.3. 

The Theoretical Analysis consisted of a scrutiny of the content validity of the questions of each data set. 
Content validity, as stated in sub chapter 2.5, is the confirmation that the questions are a sample of the 
universe established by the researchers. In order to be able to scrutinize in depth each data set, the 
author read carefully the studies; and with analytical eye obtained all the considerations that the data 
set authors stated about the design of the questions. Moreover, the author gathered the statistical 
records kept by the data set authors. After understanding the records, the author exchanged with the 
data set authors, face to face or via email, extended information of each study and clarification on raised 
doubts. The objective of this analysis was to confront the statements of each data set regarding the 
construction of the questions, with what actually was performed. In this analysis a categorization is 
made of the questions according to the universe established by the data set authors and the 
considerations that these researchers used to create the questions of their surveys. This question 
categorization helped the author to determine how valid the data set’s measurement instruments are 
with respect its universes.  

A good measurement instrument is one that considers all the possibilities that can be measured derived 
from the chosen theory. If a measurement instrument lacks of any considered possibility, then this 
measurement instrument has no content validity as it does not involved the chosen universe. This first 
analysis was considered relevant for this study because firstly it brought insights of the reasoning that 
these researchers followed in order to establish the impact that these aspects have over the 
understandability of business process model. Secondly, it helped the author to determine the 
consequent analyses. After the categorization of each question of each data set against the aspects, it 
was decided to perform a Factor Analysis followed by an Item Total Correlation (also known as Item 
Reliability Index). 

3.4. Factor Analysis, Reliability Analysis and Item Reliability Index Test 

In order to complete the validation of the measurement instruments of each data set, a statistical Factor 
Analysis was performed in order to determine the construct validity of the questions. This Factor 
Analysis (FA) was performed in the computational software SPSS. According to the theory presented in 
section 2.5, construct validity refers to whether a test is a measure of some characteristic which it 
intends to measure.  

FA takes the correlated questions and recodes them into uncorrelated, underlying variables called 
factors or constructs. Construct validity can be seen whether the questions tied onto factors make 
intuitive sense or not. If the questions cluster into the aspect to which they were categorized then it can 
be infer construct validity.  
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As it was presented in subchapter 2.5, besides that the questions should be valid, they also need to be 
reliable. Therefore, the reliability of the factors or constructs was also obtained through the Cronbach’s 
alpha value. This value was expected to be higher than 0.7, as recommended by Field (2005), in order to 
consider the construct as reliable. Moreover, a check into the item reliability index (IRI), also known as 
item total correlation, was performed. This test was also performed in the computation software SPSS. 
This index is the correlation between the score of the item and the score on the test as a whole 
multiplied by the standard deviation of that item. According to Field (2005) an item that presents a value 
less than 0.3 should be removed from the questionnaire. This value will prove the internal consistency of 
each item. These three analyses determined if a question was meaningful or not. A question was 
considered meaningful if: it factorized according to the given categorization; the reliability value of its 
construct was 0.7 or above; and if the IRI value was 0.3 or higher. If all of these considerations were met, 
then the question was actually measuring the understandability aspect that it was meant to measure. 

These analyses were not answering whether questions were comprehended by the respondents. 
Therefore, a comprehension analysis was performed. 

3.5. Comprehension Analysis 

An analysis on the comprehension of the questions was performed accordingly to the theory presented 
in section 2.4. According to Tourangeau et al. (2000), a respondent comprehension of a question is 
derived from the context in which it is asked, and by the inferences thrown based on his or her 
background stock of knowledge. In order to determine which questions of all data sets were well 
comprehended by their respondents, we focused on the complexity of the questions. A question can be 
complex if it represents an overload to respondent’s processing resources. In order to determine if a 
question was complex, we count the number of times that each question was answered correctly and 
the number of correct answers if this question was always answered correctly. By dividing the number 
of correct answers if the question was always answered correctly by the number of times that each 
question was answered correctly by the respondents, we obtained a complexity ratio. A value of 1 
meant that the question was perfectly comprehended by all the respondents who answered it; a value 
above one, indicated a more complex question.  

Therefore, questions that presented complexity ratios above 1.5 meant that more than one third of the 
respondents answered the question incorrectly. However, this analysis has some limitations that are 
discussed in section 6.3. With this analysis, the author was able to determine which questions were less 
complex and therefore easily comprehended by respondents. This analysis in combination with the 
preceding analyses were the grounds from which the author was able to determine which questions 
from all data sets were meaningful, i.e. it measures what is intended to; and comprehensible to 
respondents. Moreover, these analyses do not answer which aspects impact the most the 
understandability of a process model. Therefore, a regression analysis was performed.  

3.6. Regression Analysis 

In order to determine which aspect(s) impact the most the understandability of a business process 
model, the relation between a response and a complexity metric needs to be defined. For this 
complexity indicator the number of nodes is the metric chosen to determine this relation. The number 
of nodes is chosen because it is an indicator of the size of the model. According to Mendling (2008) the 
larger the size of the model the less quality the model contains since a lot of errors will be found.   

Other metrics exist that are related with the size of the model, e.g. connectivity, density, separability, 
structuredness and cyclicity. However, in order to compute each one of them, the number of nodes 
needs to be obtained first. Strict definitions of these metrics can be found in Mendling (2008). One could 
argue that other metrics could also be used in order to indicate the size of the model, like number of 
tasks.  
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However, the number of tasks in data set 1 was a constant; therefore not much insight could be 
obtained. The number of nodes can be computed by counting how many tasks (functions in EPC 
notation) and connectors a model has. A more strict definition can be found in Mendling (2008). 

Using the data from the different data sets, a linear regression was run to determine how much a 
respondent’s average score to the different set of aspects predicts the number of nodes in the model on 
which the questions were based. The score on an aspect is then defined as the percentage of correct 
answers of the questions associated with this aspect.  The regression results in the following equation: 

                                               

In which: 

N = Total number of nodes 
β = Constant 
βx = Constant related to aspect x 
Ax = Score to aspect x 
O = Order aspect  
E = Exclusiveness aspect 
C = Concurrency aspect 
R = Repetition aspect 
CO = Co-occurrence aspect 

The regression analysis will render the values of the constants and the R2. The R2 indicates how much of 
the variation in number of nodes is explained by the aspects, whereas the constants tell us what impact 
each aspect has on the number of nodes, and therefore understandability.  

 

The analysis started with a theoretical analysis on how these researchers came up with the questions 
they used to assess understandability. After this, a factor, reliability and item reliability index analyses 
were performed in order to assess how valid and reliable the questions used by these researches were.  
Afterwards, a comprehension analysis indicated which questions were less complex and therefore easily 
comprehended by respondents. Furthermore, a regression analysis is executed to know which of the 
aspects impact the most the understandability of a process model. Together, these analyses draw 
conclusions that will lead to our recommendations and determination of good questions. 
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4. Analysis and Results 

In the preceding chapter, a description of the studies that were chosen to be analyzed was presented; as 
well as the description of the analyses that were performed to the data sets. This chapter presents the 
analyses performed to these data sets and their results. From these analyses and results, the answer to 
the research question was obtained which is presented in the last chapter of this research. 

4.1. Theoretical Analysis  

As explained in section 3.3, this Theoretical Analysis determines the content validity of the data set’s 
measurement instruments. This and the following analyses were performed for each data set; therefore, 
the results are presented in the same order. 

4.1.1. Data Set 1 

Since data set 1 considered two researches, this qualitative analysis is performed on each research. In 
Mendling et al.’s (2007) experiment “students answered a set of eight closed questions about order, 
concurrency, exclusiveness, or repetition of tasks in the model and one open question where 
respondents were free to identify a model problem (if they felt there was any)” (Mendling et al., 2007, 
p. 52).  

The number of correct answers given by the students was counted on a variable which represented the 
measurement of “how far the semantics of the model are interpreted correctly by the participant” 
(Mendling et al., 2007, p. 52). This variable served as an operationalization of understandability. In the 
theory of this paper, the authors stated that their experiment addressed partial aspects of the SEQUAL, 
GoM and ISO 9126 frameworks. In particular they focused on understandability of process models as an 
enabler of pragmatic quality (SEQUAL) and clarity (GoM); which required from them not only to ask 
about understandability, but also check whether models are interpreted correctly. However, no 
definitions of order, concurrency, exclusiveness, or repetition were presented. They also acknowledged 
the insights given by Mendling (2007) “about factors such as the degrees of sequentiality, concurrency, 
or structuredness that presumably affect the understandability of a process model” (Mendling et al., 
2007, p. 49). An overall idea was presented of the theory behind their questions, but no clear concepts 
or definitions were given on the decisions taken by the authors in order to build the questions per 
model. The questions are not presented in the body of the paper. 

On the contrary, definitions were given by Reijers and Mendling (2011). In this study, the authors 
considered “formal statements that can be derived about the behaviour described by such a process 
model, ignoring the (informal) content of activity labels. This formal focus has the advantage that we can 
unambiguously evaluate whether an individual has grasped a particular model aspect correctly” (Reijers 
and Mendling, 2011, p. 450). Moreover, Reijers and Mendling (2011) stated that they focused on binary 
relationships between two activities in terms of execution order, exclusiveness, concurrency and 
repetition. According to the authors, these relationships play an important role for reading, modifying, 
and validating the model. The definitions given to these relationships were presented in section 3.2.5. 

The variable related to the comprehension of a measure, named SCORE, “is a quantification of a 
respondent’s accurate understanding of a process model” (Reijers and Mendling, 2011, p. 453). It was 
calculated as in Mendling et al. (2007). “The closed questions confront the respondent with execution 
order, exclusiveness, concurrency, and repeatability issues … which are linked to closed questions 
(yes/no/I don’t know)” (Reijers and Mendling, 2011, p. 453). Furthermore, Reijers and Mendling (2011) 
presented reliability values between 0.675 and 0.817 on their measuring instrument of 
understandability of each of the process model families’ question sets. The questions are presented in 
the body of the paper. 
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The categorizations of the questions, obtained after further enquire to Dr. Reijers, is presented in Table 
3. It is worth to acknowledge that the letter (task) to which the question was referring to, changed for 
every model. However the structure of the question and the categories were kept constant for all 
models. The questions in Table 3 belong to Process A, which can be found in Appendix A. 

 
Table 3 Question categorization of Process A from Data Set 1 

From Table 3 it can be seen that only two aspects were present in the questionnaires, and none the four 
aspects as stated in Mendling et al.’s (2007) and Reijers and Mendling’s (2011) researches. Mendling et 
al. (2007) research lacks content validity because the questions cannot be compared to any theory, since 
no theory was presented. In case of Reijers and Mendling (2011) research, this reduces content validity, 
since not all the stated relations were measured. Regarding question 8, a relation between three tasks is 
being asked. In Reijers and Mendling’s (2011) research it is stated that a focus was performed on binary 
relations. Overall, it can be stated that data set 1 does not have content validity. 

4.1.2. Data Set 2 

In Mendling and Strembeck (2008) “an online survey to explore the ability of the model reader to draw 
correct conclusions from a set of process models” (Mendling and Strembeck, 2008, p. 142) was used. 
They stated that their experiment addressed partial aspects of the SEQUAL, GoM and ISO 9126 
frameworks. In particular they focused on understandability of process models as an enabler of 
pragmatic quality (SEQUAL) and clarity (GoM); which required not only asking about understandability, 
but also checking whether models are interpreted correctly. Six yes/no questions were identified by the 
authors for six models. These questions were related to the structure and the behaviour specified by the 
model. No further theory and/or reasons of the decisions taken to design the questions are given in the 
paper. The questions are not presented in the body of the paper. 

After all the data was obtained from one of the authors, a translation from German to English needed to 
be performed to the questionnaire. This translation was confirmed by Dr. Mendling to make sure the 
essence of each question was not lost in translation. It is worth to notice that for consistency reasons 
only the questionnaire that presented ‘abstract labels’ was taken into consideration for this research, as 
the others papers used the same type of labels in their experiments. Moreover, one of the conclusions 
of Mendling and Strembeck (2008) was that abstract labels or textual labels make no difference to the 
number of correct answers.  

In order to confirm to which part of the structure and behaviour (specified by the model) the questions 
were related to, a categorization of the questions was asked from Dr. Mendling. It is worth to 
acknowledge some insights given by him. First of all, according to Dr. Mendling the aspects are identical 
to Weidlich, Polyvyanyy, Mendling and Weske (2010) that appeared after the experiment of this paper. 
Moreover, Dr. Mendling also mentioned that order, exclusiveness and concurrency are interrelated, and 
thus the meaning of each question can be seen from different angles. He suggested considering all the 
aspects that each question could present. This last comment left the author thinking that if a question 
could be considered to be measuring different aspects, then most probably for a respondent the 
question may not be clear enough leading to misinterpretations. In Table 4 the categorization 
performed by Dr. Mendling of the questions of data set 2 is presented. From this qualitative analysis, it 
is concluded that this data set lacks of description on the decisions taken to construct the questions 
related to the structure of the model and its behaviour.  

Number of 

Question in the 

Survey

Type of Question Category Aspect 

2, 4 and 5 If K is executed for a case, can L be executed for the same case? Exclusiveness

3 and 6 Can Q be executed more than once for the same case? Repetition

7 If Q is executed for a case, is D then always executed for the same case? Exclusiveness

8 Can G, O, and P all be executed for the same case? Exclusiveness
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These descriptions are important because they represent the theory against which the questions were 
built. It can be concluded that content validity was not well supported for this data set 2. 

Moreover, according to Mendling and Strembeck (2008) the number of tasks per model was kept 
constant in order to gain further insight of other process models characteristics that might be impacting 
understandability. By examining the data, it is worth to know that the number of tasks was not kept 
constant. Each model presented a different number of tasks.  

4.1.3. Data Set 3 

Melcher and Seese (2008) proposed “new metrics for process understandability” (Melcher and Seese, 
2008, p. 564) inspired by the aspects of order, concurrency, exclusiveness and repetition of tasks which 
were related with the understandability variable of Mendling et al. (2007). The definitions to these 
aspects were presented in section 3.2.3. In order to determine the number of questions per aspect that 
should be asked Melcher and Seese (2008) defined a maximum number of questions per aspect related 
with the number of tasks in the model.  

 

 

Table 4 Question categorization of Data set 2 

Maximum Number of Questions The maximum number             of possible different questions of 

aspect             about a process p with n tasks is: 

Model Question Category Aspect Category Aspect 2 Type of Question

A 1 Repetition Can T be executed more than once for the same case?

A 2 Non-exclusiveness Co-ocurrence If F is executed for a case, can T be executed for the same case?

A 3 Co-ocurrence If G is executed for a case, must U then be executed for the same case?

A 4 Trace Can this process be processed and finished in exactly 4 steps?

A 5 Non-exclusiveness Can E be executed after S?

A 6 Soundness Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be performed more than once?

B 1 Non-exclusiveness Can X and A all be executed for the same case?

B 2 Non-exclusiveness Is it possible to execute J after R?

B 3 Non-exclusiveness Can E and U all be executed for the same case?

B 4 Repetition Can H be executed more than once for the same case?

B 5 Order Can I be executed after G?

B 6 Soundness Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be performed more than once?

C 1 Order Co-ocurrence Is D always executed after I?

C 2 Order Can W only be executed after P, Z and H were executed?

C 3 Order Co-ocurrence If B is executed, has L always been executed before?

C 4 Co-ocurrence Is A always executed after V was executed?

C 5 Non-exclusiveness V can be executed after U or after L.

C 6 Soundness Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be performed more than once?

D 1 Co-ocurrence Is U always executed after T is completed?

D 2 Order Co-ocurrence If F is executed, have Z or E been executed before?

D 3 Order After F is executed, can U and I always be executed for the same case?

D 4 Trace Can this process be finished, such that less than 5 steps were performed?

D 5 Order If R is executed, is it possible that M was executed before?

D 6 Soundness Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be performed more than once?

E 1 Order Co-ocurrence If Z is executed, both H and U were executed before?

E 2 Exclusiveness Are R and Q exclusive to each other?

E 3 Trace Can this process be processed and finished in exactly 4 steps?

E 4 Exclusiveness Can B, K and F all be executed for the same case?

E 5 Exclusiveness Can P, B and Q all be executed for the same case?

E 6 Soundness Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be performed more than once?

F 1 Co-ocurrence Is B always executed in each case?

F 2 Exclusiveness Can C and K be both executed for the same case?

F 3 Repetition Can F be executed more than once for the same case?

F 4 Exclusiveness Can D and L be executed for the same case?

F 5 Co-ocurrence If G is executed, is L always executed for the same case?

F 6 Soundness Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be performed more than once?
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The maximum number of questions for order, concurrency and exclusiveness grows quadratically with 
the number of tasks, while the maximum number of questions for repetition grows only linearly. The 
questions are not presented in the body of the paper. 

Only an extended version of the paper was obtained as the authors’ records were not available 
anymore. However, Dr. Melcher gave some insights on how the questionnaire for their research was 
constructed. Apparently, the questions for each aspect were constructed in the same way, where a 
question came first stating ‘Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?’, 
immediately after and as answer options, all the definitions per aspect were presented.  The number of 
questions per aspect was computed according to the equations (2) to (4). In order to give an example on 
how this questionnaire was constructed, below it is explained how these authors designed the order 
aspect questions. The model used in this experiment contained 5 tasks; therefore, if we substitute n for 
5 in equation (2), the results is 20 questions of order aspect that should be asked. Twenty questions one 
for each pair of tasks: (A, B); (A, C); (A, D); (A, E); (B, A); (B, C); (B, D); (B, E); (C, A); (C, B); (C, D); (C, E); (D, 
A); (D, B); (D, C); (D, E); (E, A); (E, B); (E, C) and (E, D).  

According to Dr. Melcher, the following is an example of how the order questions were constructed, in 
specific for (A, B) tasks:  

 
A detailed version of the construction of this questionnaire as well as the model can be found in 
Appendix B. 

One weakness of these formulas which is not clarified in Melcher and Seese (2008); is that these 
formulas are only valid when the relationships between tasks are binary. If one wants to assess the 
relationship between more than two tasks, these set of formulas are not valid anymore. The conclusion 
here is that determining the maximum number of questions based on the number of tasks does not give 
much insight about the importance that each aspect has on the understandability of the model. By 
asking all the questions that are possible to ask one takes a safe position, however, a question here 
arises; how if one of the aspects has more impact on the understandability of a process model than 
others? This would mean that not all of the aspects should be covered. This question is answered in 
section 4.4. Moreover, it becomes a burden if one wants to ask about higher level relationships since the 
number of questions increases so much that asking to the same person, i.e. 240 questions as in a 
tertiary situation, may become tiresome for the respondent to answer and for the researcher to 
evaluate.  

Overall, this paper presents a content valid instrument measurement since the authors designed a 
questionnaire that contained all the aspect as stated in the content of their paper and all the 
combinations as defined by their formulas. However, the complexity of their questions arises some 
doubts about if they were fully comprehended by their respondents. This is being revealed in section 
4.3. Melcher and Seese (2008) did include all the aspects related to the measurement instrument in 
their questionnaire. This was not the case for data set 1 (partially) and data set 2.  

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.       There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an activity period of task B 

b.      There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an activity period of task B

starts. But there also exists a process instance for which this does not hold.                                                              

c.       For each process instance, an activity period of task A ends before an activity period of task B starts.
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4.1.4. Data Set 4 

Melcher et al.’s (2010) research is an extension of Melcher and Seese (2008). In Melcher et al. (2010), 
the same aspects definitions and formulae that were defined for Melcher and Seese (2008) in sections 
3.2.3 and 4.1.3 were used. The difference lies in the model used for the experiment. Since the model 
presented 12 tasks, the maximum number of questions that could be asked of each aspect increased 
accordingly to the equations (2) to (4) presented in the preceding subchapter.  

Determining the number of questions to ask per aspect by the number of tasks in the model 
represented a challenge for the researchers, since they did not want to ask to one respondent 132 
questions of order aspect, 66 questions of concurrency aspect, 66 questions of exclusiveness aspect and 
12 questions of repetition aspects. Therefore they decided to divide the questions in groups; and ask 
these subgroups of questions to different groups of people.  The complete construction of this 
questionnaire can be found in Appendix C. Below, only a sample on how the questions for repetition 
aspect were constructed is presented. The repetition questions were asked for each task. This means 
that there were 12 questions since the model contained 12 tasks. The following questions are specific 
for task F. 

 
Overall, this data set 4, as data set 3 presents a content valid instrument measurement since the authors 
designed a questionnaire that contained all the aspect as stated in the content of their paper and all the 
combinations as defined by their formulas. However, the complexity of their questions arises some 
doubts about if they were fully comprehended by their respondents. This is being revealed in section 
4.3. Moreover, the decision that the authors took about asking only a set of questions of certain aspect 
to a certain group leaves with doubts the purpose of determining so many questions for a model if they 
were not answered by the same respondent. This creates the doubt if by doing this, only asking 
questions about the same aspect to a respondent brings enough understandability to the model. This 
doubt is clarified in section 4.4.  

So far, these Theoretical Analyses have shown us that from these four data sets, only data set 3 and 4 
presented content validity in their measurement instruments. The questionnaires were designed 
accordingly with the theory presented. Moreover, the questions were designed accordingly with the 
established formulae and included all the possibilities. In contrast, data set 1 and 2 questionnaires did 
not contain all the aspects as stated in the body of the papers; this is why these data sets lack of content 
validity. Moreover, these data sets included only certain questions of certain tasks and questions 
involving not only binary tasks relations. One could state that after these analyses and only considering 
the content validity of the measurement instruments, data set 3 and 4 were designed better than data 
sets 1 and 2. However, these contrasts in data sets arise many other questions like which of these 
questions are good questions? Or which of the aspects has more impact on the understandability of a 
business process model? Fortunately more analyses were made to these data sets in order to answer 
these questions.    

   

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.       For each process instance, task F is executed exactly once.

b.      For each process instance, task F is executed not once or exactly once. Both cases really occur.
c.       For each process instance, task F is executed not once, exactly once or more than once. There exists a

process instance for which F is executed not once and another one for which F is executed more than once.

d.      For each process instance, task F is executed at least once. There exists a process instance for which F is

executed more than once.
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4.2. Factor Analysis, Reliability Analysis and Item Reliability Index Test 

As stated in section 3.4 these analyses determine the meaningfulness of questions in order to determine 
the overall quality of the questions for assessing the understandability of a process model.  

4.2.1. Data Set 1 

For this data set, twelve FA tests were run since twelve models were assessed. A remark is that the 
questions were the same for each questionnaire; only the task label was changed accordingly to the 
model. All the respondents answered the same number of questions; and all of them answered 
questions related to different aspects. 

Since every three models presented the same structure except for a change in a connector, the analysis 
is performed following the same structure. In theory, with the categorization given by Dr. Reijers, we 
expected to have per model a test resulting of 2 constructs, since only exclusiveness and repetition 
aspects were assessed by each model questionnaire.  

In this first tertiary of models, model C and model B, which results are presented in Table 7 and Table 6 
respectively, present the expected factorization of two factors or constructs. However, the first factor in 
model B factorized with both type of aspects; while the second factor contains only exclusiveness 
questions; both of its factors were reliable.  

The constructs of model C factorized with only one type of aspect, as expected. One of them, construct 
1, shows a reliability value of 0.964; the other, however, does not have a reliability value since it only 
contains a single question of repetition aspect. Model A, in Table 5, presents only one factor, number 2, 
with a sufficient reliability value including exclusiveness questions.  

 

Table 5 Factor Analysis results of Model A  

 

Table 6 Factor Analysis results of Model B 

 

Table 7 Factor Analysis results of Model C  

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

A3 Rep 0,04 0,19 0,84

A7 Exc 0,01 0,11 0,89

A6 Rep 0,06 0,24 0,48

A5 Exc 0,05 0,22 0,82

A8 Exc 0,04 0,19 0,93

A4 Exc 0,98 0,16 0,89

A6 Rep 0,06 0,24 -0,62

1

2

3

0,582

0,713

0,418

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

B3 Rep 0,02 0,16 0,77

B6 Rep 0,04 0,19 0,65

B7 Exc 0,02 0,16 0,80

B8 Exc 0,02 0,16 0,80

B2 Exc 0,85 0,36 0,88

B4 Exc 0,89 0,32 0,88

B5 Exc 0,05 0,22 -0,85

1 0,751

2 0,83

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

C2 Exc 0,07 0,26 0,88

C4 Exc 0,06 0,24 0,93

C5 Exc 0,05 0,22 0,90

C8 Exc 0,06 0,24 0,86

2 C6 Rep 0,04 0,19 0,95 NV

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

1 0,924
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In the second tertiary of models, model D and E presented two constructs as depicted in Table 8 and 
Table 9, respectively. In model D, its second factor obtained a reliability value higher than 0.7 containing 
only exclusiveness questions. In model E, its first factor got enough reliability containing exclusiveness 
questions. In contrast, Model F which results are depicted in Table 10 resulted with three constructs; 
however, only construct one resulted with enough reliability containing exclusiveness and repetition 
questions.  

 

Table 8 Factor Analysis results of Model D 

 

Table 9 Factor Analysis results of Model E 

 
Table 10 Factor Analysis results of Model F 

In the third tertiary of models, model J and L resulted with three constructs. Their results are depicted in   
Table 11 and Table 12, respectively. Nonetheless, only factor 1 of model J is reliable with a Cronbach’s 
alpha of 0.776; and it contains both types of questions. Moreover, factors one and two of model L 
resulted with good values of reliability (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.798 and 0.753, respectively); the first one 
contains only exclusiveness questions, while the second one a mix of both aspects. Its construct 3 does 
not have a reliability value since it only contains a single question of exclusiveness aspect. In contrast, 
Model K resulted with two constructs, as expected. The one with enough reliability (Cronbach’s alpha of 
0.818) contains both types of questions.  

 

Table 11 Factor Analysis results of Model J 

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

D2 Exc 0,94 0,24 0,86

D3 Rep 0,10 0,30 -0,64

D4 Exc 0,96 0,19 0,85

D6 Rep 0,93 0,26 0,54

D5 Exc 0,93 0,26 -0,63

D7 Exc 0,07 0,26 0,84

D8 Exc 0,90 0,30 -0,86

1 0,688

2 0,716

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

E2 Exc 0,90 0,30 0,96

E4 Exc 0,85 0,36 0,82

E5 Exc 0,89 0,32 0,78

E8 Exc 0,79 0,41 0,75

E6 Rep 0,88 0,33 -0,80

E7 Exc 0,06 0,24 0,81

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

1 0,853

2 0,523

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

F2 Exc 0,10 0,30 0,78

F3 Rep 0,05 0,22 0,78

F4 Exc 0,12 0,33 0,83

F5 Exc 0,09 0,28 0,71

F6 Rep 0,89 0,32 0,80

F7 Exc 0,07 0,26 -0,82

F5 Exc 0,09 0,28 -0,45

F8 Exc 0,02 0,16 -0,94

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

1

2

3

0,809

0,512

0,609

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

J5 Exc 0,94 0,24 1,00

J6 Rep 0,91 0,28 0,73

J7 Exc 0,89 0,32 0,52

J2 Exc 0,98 0,16 0,83

J8 Exc 0,79 0,41 0,63

J3 Rep 0,95 0,22 0,95

J4 Exc 0,98 0,16 0,61

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

1 0,776

2 0,341

3 0,477
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Table 12 Factor Analysis results of Model K 

 

Table 13 Factor Analysis results of Model L 

In the fourth tertiary of models, all models resulted with two factors containing both type of aspects. In 
model V, depicted in Table 14, construct one resulted with enough reliability (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.84). 
Moreover, model W constructs resulted with Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.773 and 0.742, respectively 
as depicted in Table 15. Model X resulted with only one reliable construct with a Cronbach’s alpha value 
of 0.795, as shown in Table 16. 

 

Table 14 Factor Analysis results of Model V 

 

Table 15 Factor Analysis results of Model W 

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

K2 Exc 0,94 0,24 0,98

K3 Rep 0,10 0,30 0,54

K4 Exc 0,96 0,19 0,91

K8 Exc 0,93 0,26 0,69

K5 Exc 0,93 0,26 -0,77

K6 Rep 0,07 0,26 -0,68

K7 Exc 0,90 0,30 0,71

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

1 0,818

2 0,664

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

L2 Exc 0,33 0,47 0,87

L4 Exc 0,46 0,50 0,87

L8 Exc 0,59 0,49 0,78

L3 Rep 0,93 0,26 -0,72

L5 Exc 0,96 0,19 -0,87

L6 Rep 0,90 0,30 -0,86

3 L7 Exc 0,05 0,22 0,97 NV

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

2 0,753

1 0,798

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

V2 Exc 0,83 0,38 0,85

V4 Exc 0,88 0,33 0,83

V5 Exc 0,81 0,39 0,82

V6 Rep 0,01 0,11 -0,48

V8 Exc 0,81 0,39 0,85

V3 Rep 0,84 0,37 0,65

V6 Rep 0,01 0,11 0,43

V7 Exc 0,09 0,28 0,70

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

1

2

0,84

0,174

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

W2 Exc 0,84 0,37 -0,50

W3 Rep 0,86 0,34 -0,63

W4 Exc 0,86 0,34 -0,54

W5 Exc 0,10 0,30 0,74

W8 Exc 0,06 0,24 0,82

W2 Exc 0,84 0,37 -0,52

W4 Exc 0,86 0,34 -0,51

W6 Rep 0,01 0,11 0,85

W7 Exc 0,06 0,24 0,77

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

2 0,742

1 0,773
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Table 16 Factor Analysis results of Model X 

Overall, from these twelve FA tests, it can be concluded that exclusiveness questions were better 
designed than repetition questions since they factorized together with or without repetition questions. 
The repetition questions, however, had no strong design since in the majority of these tests they did not 
stand alone. Therefore, repetition questions were not very well designed to measure what they were 
intended to. 

Table 17 depicts the results of Data Set 1 of the internal reliability index (IRI) tests, which was explained 
in section Factor Analysis, Reliability Analysis and Item Reliability Index Test3.3. For this 
data set, the same questions were asked for all models. As it was depicted in Table 3 of section 4.1.1, 
items 2, 4 and 5 share the same structure, as items 3 and 6 do. Only items 7 and 8 are completely 
different. In Table 17 it can be seen that items 2, 4, 5 and 8 have the highest IRI’s values over passing 
more times the suggested value of 0.3 in comparison with the other items. The worst behaviour is 
presented by item 7, which for twelve questionnaires only five times it reached reliability values above 
the 0.3. Questions 3 and 6 reached seven and six out of twelve times, respectively, good values of 
individual reliability. On average, only question type 2 (4 or 5) and 8 reached enough internal reliability 
values.  

In combination with the FA results, it can be stated that the repetition questions were not very well 
designed, thus they should be not used in further researches. IRI results confirmed the FA results and 
brought that exclusiveness question type 7 is also lacking of good design, thus should not be use in 
further researches. Only exclusiveness questions type 2 (4 or 5) and 8, should be considered for future 
researches and are good candidates to be part of this research determination of good questions. These 
questions resulted meaningful since they factorized together in many occasions, when they did, the 
reliability value of the factor was above the suggested value of 0.7; and, on average, they resulted with 
internal reliability values above the suggested value of 0.3. 

 

Table 17 IRI test results of Data Set 1 

4.2.2. Data Set 2 

For this data set, six FA tests were run since six models were assessed. A remark is that the questions 
were different for each questionnaire, i.e. for each model. This means that the phrase, the tasks labels, 
the words, etc. everything was different for each individual question. Therefore, different types of 
questions were used to assess the same aspect.  

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

X2 Exc 0,83 0,38 0,87

X3 Rep 0,84 0,37 0,75

X4 Exc 0,85 0,36 0,87

X6 Rep 0,04 0,19 -0,43

X5 Exc 0,91 0,28 0,80

X6 Rep 0,04 0,19 -0,47

X7 Exc 0,12 0,33 0,46

X8 Exc 0,90 0,30 0,77

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

2 0,554

1 0,795

Item AVERAGE

2 NA 0,19 0,93 0,39 0,71 0,57 0,21 0,69 0,52 0,67 -0,09 0,66 0,50

3 0,22 0,17 NA -0,46 -0,20 0,44 0,32 0,59 0,39 0,30 0,02 0,39 0,20

4 -0,23 -0,06 0,83 0,38 0,55 0,70 0,28 0,69 0,64 0,61 0,02 0,62 0,42

5 0,19 -0,51 0,57 0,27 0,66 0,62 0,42 0,46 0,34 0,71 -0,34 0,47 0,32

6 0,17 0,16 0,32 0,27 0,24 -0,30 0,74 0,59 0,40 -0,25 0,04 -0,53 0,15

7 0,43 0,31 NA -0,29 -0,40 0,07 0,63 -0,16 0,05 0,12 -0,35 -0,02 0,03

8 0,22 0,31 0,92 0,09 0,57 0,20 0,55 0,60 0,60 0,75 -0,14 0,39 0,42

W X

MODEL

A B C D E F J K L V
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All the respondents answered the same number of questions; and all of them answered questions 
related to different aspects.  

Model A was expected to present five factors since its questionnaire assessed 5 aspects. However, after 
running a FA only one constructs factorized. It reached sufficient reliability value with Cronbach’s alpha 
0.809. This construct contained repetition, exclusiveness and co-occurrence aspects, as it can be seen in 
Table 18. 

 

Table 18 Factor Analysis results of Model A 

The results for Model B confirmed that instead of rendering four factors since the questions referred to 
four aspects, the FA only rendered two factors. From them, only construct 1, with exclusiveness and 
repetition questions, presented a sufficient reliability value with Cronbach’s alpha of 0.863. The results 
are depicted in Table 19. 

 

Table 19 Factor Analysis results of Model B 

Model C results shown in Table 20, resulted with three factors out of the three expected. From them, 
only the first one presented sufficient reliability value (Cronbach’s alphas of 0.806). This factor contained 
order, co-occurrence and exclusiveness aspects questions. 

 

Table 20 Factor Analysis results of Model C 

From Model D, it was expected to have two factors, one for the order questions and one for the co-
occurrence questions. After running the FA test, only one construct factorized. It presented a Cronbach’s 
alpha of 0.804 and included order and co-occurrence questions, as depicted in Table 21. 

 

Table 21 Factor Analysis results of Model D 

 

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

1 Rep 0,7 0,47 0,979

2 Exc 0,65 0,487 0,979

2,2 Co-oc 0,65 0,487 0,951

3 Co-oc 0,96 0,209 0,437

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

1 0,809

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

1 Exc 0,78 0,42 0,841

3 Exc 0,91 0,29 0,895

4 Rep 0,87 0,34 0,936

2 Exc 0,17 0,39 0,858

5 Ord 0,35 0,49 0,796

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

2 0,548

0,8631

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

Construct Item Mean Category Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

1 0,87 Ord 0,34 0,923

1,1 0,87 Co-oc 0,34 0,923

5 0,91 Exc 0,29 0,62

3 0,57 Ord 0,51 0,969

3,3 0,57 Co-oc 0,51 0,969

2 0,91 Ord 0,29 0,899

4 0,83 Co-oc 0,39 -0,551
0,239

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

3

0,806

12

1

Construct Item Mean Category Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

1 0,65 Co-oc 0,49 0,468

2 0,87 Ord 0,34 0,958

2,2 0,87 Co-oc 0,34 0,958

5 0,91 Ord 0,29 0,913

1 0,804

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Model E resulted with two factors instead of the three expected. The first factor reached enough 
reliability value (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.822) containing exclusiveness questions. Factor two resulted with 
a reliability factor of one because it was one question considered from two approaches, order and co-
occurrence. The results are depicted in Table 22. 

 

Table 22 Factor Analysis results of Model E 

The last model, F, presents two construct instead of the three expected. From these two, factor one was 
the only one that reached enough reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.769) containing exclusiveness, co-
occurrence and repetition questions. The results are depicted in Table 23. 

 

Table 23 Factor Analysis results of Model F 

From these tests, it can be seen that the exclusiveness questions used to assess the understandability of 
model E were the only ones which factorized together with a good reliability value. The rest of the 
questions did not factorized together when they were supposed to be measuring the same aspect. 
Moreover, there is a clear necessity to adjust the questions for the aspects of order and co-occurrence 
especially, since they factorized together in several occasions. The author explains this behaviour 
because while running these analyses, she took into consideration Dr. Mendling recommendation stated 
in section 4.1.2 of including all the aspects that the questions could be referred to. However, after 
reviewing the definition of co-occurrence in Weidlich et al. (2010), it is argued that co-occurrence 
cannot exist without the order aspect. Moreover, in order for co-occurrence to exist between tasks, it is 
necessary that it holds for all cases. Therefore, not all the questions can represent both aspects. If the 
question is referred to a specific case, then it represents the order aspect only. If the question is referred 
to all the cases, then it represents co-occurrence aspect. Order aspect is intrinsically present. The 
questions that were categorized by Dr. Mendling within two aspects need to be categorized again to 
only one aspect. The IRI test results of data set 2 are shown in Table 24. These results pointed out 
several types of questions with values of individual reliability of 0.3 or greater. Since for this research, 
each question was different, a generalization of the best question per aspect cannot be stated. 
However, some remarks can be made. For each aspect, at least one type of question resulted with a 
good individual reliability value. In average, all aspects resulted with individual reliability values above 
the suggested value. Exclusiveness and co-occurrence were the aspects that presented more individual 
unreliable questions in comparison with the other aspects. All repetition questions resulted with 
individual reliability values above the suggested value.  

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

4 Exc 0,83 0,39 0,91

5 Exc 0,83 0,39 0,91

1 Ord 0,61 0,50 0,98

1 Co-oc 0,61 0,50 0,98

1

2

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

0,822

1

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

1 Co-oc 0,78 0,42 0,88

2 Exc 0,78 0,42 0,64

3 Rep 0,87 0,34 0,73

4 Exc 0,78 0,42 0,80

2 Exc 0,78 0,42 -0,62

5 Co-oc 0,91 0,29 -0,87

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

1

2

0,769

0,263
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Table 24 IRI test results of Data Set 2 

Besides that the FA of model E resulted with a reliable factor including only exclusiveness questions, 
these questions resulted with internal reliability factors below the suggested value. Therefore they 
cannot be considered as meaningful questions. The rest of the questions cannot be considered 
meaningful either. The reason is because they did not factorized together when they were supposed to 
be measuring the same aspect; even though some of them presented good internal reliability values. 
Therefore, the questions as presented in this study should not be placed together in the future.   

4.2.3. Data Set 3 

For this data set, only one FA test was run since only one model was assessed. A remark is that the 
questions were divided in two questionnaires. The first questionnaire contained all the questions 
available for order and repetition aspects; and the second included all the questions of concurrency and 
exclusiveness aspects. Each questionnaire was answered by a different group of people, so not all the 
respondents answered the same questions or questions related to all aspects.  

This analysis was not as straightforward as the preceding two. The questionnaires were placed together 
as one, since they were assessing the same model. The FA was expected to factorize in four constructs, 
each for one aspect. However, after running the FA, the author noticed that the factors were not 
obeying the questions per se. The factors were obeying the answers of the questions. Since concurrency, 
exclusiveness and order aspects presented 3 answer categories as appointed in section 3.2.3, instead of 
considering them as 3 general aspects, they were considered as 9; three for concurrency (positive, 
neutral and negative), three for exclusiveness (positive, neutral and negative); and three for order 
(positive, neutral and negative) obeying their answer categories. Repetition was different since the 
question was considering four answer categories. Therefore, instead of considering it as one, it was 
considered as 4 aspects (repetition*, repetition+, repetition?; and repetition=1) as presented in section 
3.2.3. In total, with this sub categorization one could expect thirteen factors out of the FA. In specific for 
this data set, only the positive and negative categories were considered in the answer of the questions 
of concurrency, exclusiveness and order. For repetition three of its four categories were considered in 
the answer of its questions (repetition*, repetition+ and repetition?). However one was not considered 
by the FA test because it did not present any variance (repetition?). Therefore instead of the thirteen, it 
was expected that the FA test resulted with eight factors. 

Table 27 depicts the FA results of this data set. As it can be seen, instead of the eight expected factors, 
the FA produced only six; all of them with reliability values in accordance with the suggested value of 0.7 
or above. It is worth to notice that almost all constructs were exclusive to a subcategory. For example, in 
factor one almost only negative order items were factorized; except for one negative exclusiveness item 
and one positive order item. Moreover, the loads of the negative exclusiveness and the positive order 
items were very low compared with the loads of the negative order items. The same is for construct 2 
which presented negative concurrency, positive exclusiveness and negative order items; and the loads 
for the positive exclusiveness and negative order items are lower compared to the negative concurrency 
items. And so on.  

Average

Repetition 0,90 0,59 0,58 0,69

0,96 0,61 0,30 -0,22 0,36 0,34

0,03 0,12 0,60

0,48 0,12

0,96 0,11 0,32 0,45 0,74 0,43

0,31 0,31 0,78 0,18

0,18

0,49 0,11 0,78 0,45 0,41

-0,10 0,80

0,31

Exclusiveness

Co-occurrence

Order

MODEL

A CB D E F
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However, there is not much room for generalization since for some categories there were no many 
questions asked, which make them targeted to be fitted wrongly. Interesting here are the results of Data 
Set 4 which use the same type of questions. 

The results from the IRI test, which are also presented in Table 27, resulted with subcategories order 
negative, repetition*, repetition+ and concurrency negative with internal reliability values of 0.3 or 
above. If we consider both analyses results, it can be concluded that the order negative, repetition+ and 
concurrency negative are meaningful answer categories for order, repetition and concurrency aspects. 
However, since only the answer categories were considered for these analyses, a proper question 
should be design that rephrases the concept of these categories.  

 

Table 25 Factor Analysis and IRI test results of the model in Data Set 3 

4.2.4. Data Set 4 

For this data set, only one FA test was run since only one model was assessed. A remark is that the 
questions were divided in thirteen questionnaires. Each questionnaire contained only questions of a 
specific aspect. For example, the first four questionnaires consisted of 33 questions of order aspect. 

Construct Item Category Individual Reliability** Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

YE10 exclusiveness negative 0,02 0,89 0,33 0,41

YO7 order negative 0,74 0,44 0,53 0,77

YO8 order negative 0,67 0,33 0,50 0,97

YO10 order positive 0,05 0,11 0,33 -0,44

YO11 order negative 0,67 0,33 0,50 0,97

YO12 order negative 0,67 0,33 0,50 0,97

YO14 order negative 0,67 0,33 0,50 0,97

YO15 order negative 0,67 0,33 0,50 0,97

YO18 order negative 0,67 0,33 0,50 0,97

YO19 order negative 0,67 0,33 0,50 0,97

YC2 concurrency negative 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,98

YC5 concurrency negative 0,26 0,78 0,44 0,65

YC6 concurrency negative 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,98

YC7 concurrency negative 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,98

YC8 concurrency negative 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,98

YC9 concurrency negative 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,98

YE1 exclusiveness positive 0,26 0,78 0,44 0,65

YE2 exclusiveness positive 0,26 0,78 0,44 0,65

YO17 order negative 0,81 0,67 0,50 0,51

YO5 order negative        0,50 0,89 0,33 0,94

YO6 order positive 0,30 0,44 0,53 0,51

YR2 repetition * -0,13 0,67 0,50 0,70

YR3 repetition + 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,94

YR4 repetition + 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,94

YR5 repetition + 0,50 0,89 0,33 0,94

YC5 concurrency negative 0,26 0,78 0,44 0,68

YE1 exclusiveness positive 0,26 0,78 0,44 0,68

YE2 exclusiveness positive 0,26 0,78 0,44 0,68

YE3 exclusiveness positive -0,15 0,89 0,33 0,96

YE4 exclusiveness positive -0,15 0,89 0,33 0,96

YE5 exclusiveness positive -0,15 0,89 0,33 0,96

YE9 exclusiveness positive -0,15 0,89 0,33 0,96

YE10 exclusiveness negative 0,02 0,89 0,33 0,82

YC10 concurrency positive 0,03 0,67 0,50 0,76

YO6 order positive 0,30 0,44 0,53 0,76

YO10 order positive 0,05 0,11 0,33 0,46

YR2 repetition * -0,13 0,89 0,33 -0,47

YO9 order negative 0,50 0,78 0,44 -0,76

YO10 order negative 0,05 0,11 0,33 -0,67

YO13 order negative 0,50 0,78 0,44 -0,76

YO16 order negative 0,50 0,78 0,44 -0,76

YO17 order negative 0,81 0,67 0,50 -0,65

YO20 order negative 0,50 0,78 0,44 -0,76

YR2 repetition * -0,13 0,67 0,50 0,44

 ** This value is independent of the factor in which the item is in. It is only related with the item. 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

0,855

3

5

4

6

0,841

0,962

0,755

1

2

0,964

0,947
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Each questionnaire was answered by a different group of people, so not all the respondents answered 
the same questions or questions related to all aspects.  

In contrast to data set 3, data set 4 included all the aspects categories. Therefore, for the FA it was 
expected to have thirteen factors. However, the repetition question marked ‘repetition*’ was not 
included in the analysis because it presented no variance. Therefore, for the thirteen possible constructs 
that the FA could produce, it was expected to present twelve. Moreover, the FA test resulted with   
fourteen factors. Therefore, the FA was run again with a restriction to consider only those loads with 0.7 
or higher, in line with the suggestion found in Hair (2010, p. 117); and in order to narrow down the 
important loads for each factor.  

Because of length constraints, the results of this FA can be found in Appendix D.  

From the fourteen factors, four of them (1, 5, 9 and 14) did not reach the reliability value of 0.7. Factors 
2 and 7 were the only ones which contained one item type. In the former, negative order items 
factorized; and in the latter, positive exclusiveness items factorized together. The rest of the constructs 
contained mixed factors.  

The complete IRI tests can be found in Appendix E. Table 26 presents a summary of the results where it 
can be seen that the items which presented more results with individual reliability values above the 
suggested value of 0.3 against the total number of items were negative order, repetition?, repetition+ 
and repetition=1. The items negative exclusiveness, positive exclusiveness and neutral exclusiveness did 
not present any result with an individual reliability value above the suggested 03. 

 

Table 26 Summary of IRI test results of Data Set 4 

From the results of the FA tests several conclusions can be drawn. First it seems that there is no 
question that has strong construct validity, because not one type of item loaded exclusively in one 
construct. Factor two and seven factorized with one item type, order negative and exclusiveness 
positive, respectively; but these items were present in other factors as well. Nonetheless, there are good 
candidates of questions that could be considered to be measuring what they were intended to since in 
the FA results they resulted with high loading values within factors with enough reliability. These items 
are negative order, exclusiveness positive, concurrency negative, repetition+ and repetition=1.  

From the IRI test results, it can be confirmed that the exclusiveness items were not very well designed 
since none of them presented one result with enough individual reliability values. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the exclusiveness questions used in data set 4 are not meaningful questions. 
Concurrency negative produced only 2 results from a total of 24 with enough individual reliability. 
Therefore, it is also discarded as a meaningful question. 

Total Items Individual Reliability > 0.3

Order 131 23

Negative 84 20

Positive 46 3

Neutral 1 0

Concurrency 52 7

Negative 24 2

Positive 23 5

Neutral 5 0

Exclusiveness 31 0

Negative 2 0

Positive 23 0

Neutral 6 0

Repetition 8 7

repetition=1 3 3

repetition? 4 3

repetition+ 1 1

Item
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As a conclusion, from data sets 3 and 4 and by placing these pseudonyms in how the answer categories 
were represented by Melcher and Seese (2008) and Melcher et al. (2010), the answer categories that 
resulted as meaningful are: 

 Negative Order: There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an 
activity period of task B starts. 

 Repetition+: For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a process 
instance for which A is executed more than once. 

 Repetition=1: For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once. 

However, as stated before, these categories should be rephrased in order for them to become 
questions, while keeping the category concept. 

So far, these analyses have shown us that from these four data sets, data sets 1, 3 and 4 presented 
partial construct validity in their measurement instruments. In each data set questions factorized 
together accordingly with the aspect they were representing. Specifically in data set 1 some 
exclusiveness questions presented construct validity; in data sets 3 and 4 negative order, repetition+ 
and repetition=1  presented construct validity. Moreover, these same aspects reached individual 
reliability values above the suggested value. With these results, one could state that after these analyses 
considering the construct validity, factor reliability and individual reliability, these are meaningful 
questions. However, these analyses do not answer if these questions were in fact comprehended by the 
respondents; or which of the aspects has more impact on the understandability of a business process 
model? Fortunately more analyses were made to these data sets in order to answer these questions. 

4.3. Comprehension Analysis 

In this analysis, we focused on the complexity of the question. As pointed out in section 3.5, if a question 
resulted with a complexity value above 1.5 meant that it was answered incorrectly by more than a third 
of the respondents. After this analysis and in combination with the preceding ones, good questions were 
able to be determined. 

4.3.1. Data Set 1 

When comparing the question grades with the total grade if all the respondents should had answered 
the questions correctly, no special question resulted with a complexity ratio above the proposed value 
of 1.5. The complexity ratios of this data set are shown in Table 27. 

  

Table 27 Complexity Ratio per aspect of Data Set 1 

4.3.2. Data Set 2 

The same analysis was performed to data set 2. The results are shown in Table 28. Here, 6 questions 
resulted with complexity ratios above the suggested 1.5 value. These questions were related to 
Exclusiveness, Order and Co-occurrence aspects.  

Item Sum of Grade If corrected Complexity Ratio

2, 4 and 5 2569 2916 1,14

7 898 972 1,08

8 843 972 1,15

Repetition 3 and 6 1806 1944 1,08

Exclusiveness

Data Set 1
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 Table 28 Complexity Ratio per question of Data Set 2 

  

4.3.3. Data Sets 3 & 4 

The same analysis was performed for data set 3 and 4; results are depicted in Table 29. For these data 
sets, it can be observed that questions related with Order aspect resulted with complexity ratios above 
the suggested 1.5 value.  

 

Table 29 Question Comprehension Data Sets 3 and 4 

With these results, it can be stated that questions which are related with concurrency, repetition and 
exclusiveness aspects were comprehended better by the respondents since they answered them 
correctly more often than the questions related with the order aspect. It is difficult to generalize the 
results though, since not all the data sets asked questions about all aspects. This is the case for co-
occurrence.  

Moreover, with this analysis and the preceding ones it can be concluded that the questions regarding 
exclusiveness aspect used in data set 1 are good questions since they resulted meaningful (both in 
content validity and reliability) and comprehensible. The same is the case for the categories repetition+ 
and repetition=1, of the repetition aspect in data sets 3 and 4, which also resulted meaningful and 
comprehensible to respondents. Regarding negative order, since the Comprehension Analysis was based 
in the overall aspect and not specific for each category, it is worth to state that there is a large possibility 
that it resulted not comprehensible as well. In any case, so far these analyses do not answer which of 
the aspects impact the most the understandability of a process model. This is answered with the 
Regression Analysis. 

 

Model Question Category Aspect Category Aspect 2 Type of Question Item Grade If Corrected Complexity Ratio

A 1 Repetition Can T be executed more than once for the same case? 16 23 1,44

A 2 Exclusiveness Co-ocurrence If F is executed for a case, can T be executed for the same case? 15 23 1,53

A 3 Co-ocurrence If G is executed for a case, must U then be executed for the same case? 22 23 1,05

A 5 Exclusiveness Can E be executed after S? 23 23 1,00

B 1 Exclusiveness Can X and A all be executed for the same case? 18 23 1,28

B 2 Exclusiveness Is it possible to execute J after R? 4 23 5,75

B 3 Exclusiveness Can E and U all be executed for the same case? 21 23 1,10

B 4 Repetition Can H be executed more than once for the same case? 20 23 1,15

B 5 Order Can I be executed after G? 8 23 2,88

C 1 Order Co-ocurrence Is D always executed after I? 20 23 1,15

C 2 Order Can W only be executed after P, Z and H were executed? 21 23 1,10

C 3 Order Co-ocurrence If B is executed, has L always been executed before? 13 23 1,77

C 4 Co-ocurrence Is A always executed after V was executed? 19 23 1,21

C 5 Exclusiveness V can be executed after U or after L. 21 23 1,10

D 1 Co-ocurrence Is U always executed after T is completed? 15 23 1,53

D 2 Order Co-ocurrence If F is executed, have Z or E been executed before? 20 23 1,15

D 3 Order After F is executed, can U and I always be executed for the same case? 23 23 1,00

D 5 Order If R is executed, is it possible that M was executed before? 21 23 1,10

E 1 Order Co-ocurrence If Z is executed, both H and U were executed before? 14 23 1,64

E 2 Exclusiveness Are R and Q exclusive to each other? 22 23 1,05

E 4 Exclusiveness Can B, K and F all be executed for the same case? 19 23 1,21

E 5 Exclusiveness Can P, B and Q all be executed for the same case? 19 23 1,21

F 1 Co-ocurrence Is B always executed in each case? 18 23 1,28

F 2 Exclusiveness Can C and K be both executed for the same case? 18 23 1,28

F 3 Repetition Can F be executed more than once for the same case? 20 23 1,15

F 4 Exclusiveness Can D and L be executed for the same case? 18 23 1,28

F 5 Co-ocurrence If G is executed, is L always executed for the same case? 21 23 1,10

Sum of Grade If corrected Complexity Ratio Sum of Grade If corrected Complexity Ratio

Order 86 180 2,09 1530 2607 1,70

Exclusiveness 80 90 1,13 1179 1387 1,18

Concurrency 81 90 1,11 1296 1387 1,07

Repetition 42 45 1,07 170 180 1,06

Data Set 3 Data Set 4
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4.4. Regression Analysis 

Unfortunately, the data from the data sets did not allow running an overall regression with all the 
aspects. Only partial regressions were possible to run accordingly with what was measured for each 
model. Therefore, the following combinations of independent variables were possible to run considering 
the number of nodes as the dependent variable: 

1. Exclusiveness with Repetition: data set 1 + data set 2 (partially) 

2. Exclusiveness with Repetition and Order: data set 2 (partially) 

3. Exclusiveness with Concurrency: data set 3 + data set 4 

4. Order with Co-occurrence: data set 2 (partially)  

The results of the first three analyses are presented in Table 30, Table 31 and Table 32. The results of the 
fourth regression can be found in the Appendix F since it resulted not significant. 

 

Table 30 Regression Test results from Exclusiveness and Repetition 

 

Table 31 Regression Test results from Exclusiveness and Concurrency 

 
Table 32 Regression Test results from Exclusiveness, Repetition and Order 

It seems that when only exclusiveness and repetition are considered, exclusiveness has a significant 
effect on the dependent variable, number of nodes, as depicted in Table 30. However, for this model 
only 2.4% of the observed variance is explained, denoted by the R2. Moreover, when only exclusiveness 
and concurrency are considered, concurrency is the one that has a significant effect on number of 
nodes, as depicted in Table 31 and it explains 21.4% of the observed variance, as denoted by the R2.  
When order, exclusiveness and repetition aspects are considered, order resulted the only aspect that 
should be taken into account since, as it can be seen in Table 32, is the only aspect which resulted 
significant. This is the model that explained the highest observed variance by resulting with a R2 of 
88.1%. It resulted in the equation: 

)5...(*64,0*48,16*53,034,32 repetitionorderessexclusivenN   

Of which only order is statistically significant. It shows that the higher the score for order, the lower the 
number of nodes and therefore the higher the understandability, as the model size is negatively 
correlated with its understandability. 

This Chapter 4 presented the performed analyses and the results obtained. In the following Chapter 5, a 
discussion of these findings and the relations with the theory in Chapter 2 is presented. Moreover, a 
discussion of a relevant study is also presented.  

 

B SE B BETA

Constant 35,403 1,77

Exclusiveness 6,526 2,2 0,193*

Repetition -3,107 2,117 -0,095

Note: R^2=.024 (ps<.05). *p<.001. N = 364

B SE B BETA

Constant 4,356 0,269

Exclusiveness 0,043 0,264 0,015

Concurrency -0,781 0,159 -0,46*

Note: R^2=.214 (ps<.001). *p<.001. N = 92

B SE B BETA

Constant 32,34 1,41

Exclusiveness -0,53 2,70 -0,02

Order -16,48 1,02 -0,93*

Repetition 0,64 1,98 0,03

Note: R^2=.881 (ps<.001). *p<.001. N = 43
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5. Discussion 

Following a summary of good questions is presented. Afterwards recommendations for future 
measurement instrument designers are presented. This chapter closes with the discussion of a brand 
new study which is related with the current research. 

5.1. A summary of good questions  

In this sub chapter, a summary of the results obtained regarding the quality of the analyzed questions is 
presented. In order to consider a question a good question the following criteria should have been met: 

1. The measurement instrument, from which the question was taken from, i.e. the data set, should 
have resulted with content validity from the Theoretical Analysis performed.  

2. To present construct validity. This refers that the questions that were designed to be measuring 
the same aspect, should have factorized together in the Factor Analysis performed.  

3. To be part of a reliable factor. After the factorization; the question should have been part of a 
factor that reached enough reliability. This means to present a Cronbach’s alpha value above 
0.7. This was part of the Factor Analysis performed. 

4. To confirm internal consistency. This refers that the question should have reached individual 
reliability of 0.3 or above in the Individual Reliability Index test. 

5. To be comprehensible. This refers that the question should have not resulted with a complexity 
ratio above 1.5 in the Comprehension Analysis. 

5.1.1. Order 

Order questions were present in data sets 2, 3 and 4. The measurement instruments of data set 2 
resulted with no content validity. The measurement instruments of data sets 3 and 4 presented content 
validity. As stated in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, the FA of these data sets did not factorized according to 
the questions. They factorized according to their answer categories. From the order answer categories, 
the following factorized together within factors that reached the suggested value. Moreover, it 
presented individual reliability values above the suggested value. Nonetheless, order was the only 
aspect from data sets 3 and 4 that presented complexity ratios above the suggested value. Therefore, no 
answer category resulted to be a good question. However, the following answer category covered 
almost all the selection criteria; therefore it can be considered for future measurement instruments. 

 There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an activity period 
of task B starts     

It is, however, suggested to rephrase the content of it to formulate a question. 

5.1.2. Repetition 

Repetition questions were present in all data sets. The measurement instruments of data set 1 and 2 
resulted with no content validity. The measurement instruments of data sets 3 and 4 presented content 
validity. As stated in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, the FA of these data sets did not factorized according to 
the questions. They factorized according to their answer categories. From the repetition answer 
categories, the following factorized together within factors that reached the suggested value, even 
though they also formed part of mixed factors. Moreover, it presented individual reliability values above 
the suggested value. Repetition aspect reached complexity ratios within the suggested value. Therefore, 
the following answer categories covered all the selection criteria. 

 For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once 

 For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a process instance for 
which A is executed more than once.     
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It is, however, suggested to rephrase the content of them to formulate questions. 

5.1.3. Exclusiveness 

Exclusiveness questions were present in all data sets. The measurement instruments of data set 1 and 2 
resulted with no content validity. The measurement instruments of data sets 3 and 4 presented content 
validity. As stated in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, the FA of these data sets did not factorized according to 
the questions. They factorized according to their answer categories. From the exclusiveness questions 
and answer categories, the following factorized together within factors that reached the suggested 
value, even though they also formed part of mixed factors. The Exclusiveness aspect resulted with 
complexity ratios within the suggested value. 

 For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B are both executed. 

However, this answer category, which belongs to data sets 3 and 4, did not present individual reliability 
values above the suggested value. Therefore it should be stated that no answer category resulted a 
good question.  

However, if the first criterion in sub chapter 5.1 is not considered, the following questions covered the 
rest of the selection criteria: 

 If K is executed for a case, can L be executed for the same case? – Question 2 (4 or 5) in data set 
1. 

 Can A, K, and Q all be executed for the same case? – Question 8 in data set 1 

 Can X and A all be executed for the same case? – Question 1 (or 3) in model B of data set 2 

5.1.4. Concurrency 

Concurrency questions were present in data sets 3 and 4. The measurement instruments of data sets 3 
and 4 presented content validity. As stated in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, the FA of these data sets did not 
factorized according to the questions. They factorized according to their answer categories. From the 
concurrency answer categories, the following factorized together within factors that reached the 
suggested value, in data set 3 results. However it only factorized within mixed factors in data set 4 
results. Moreover, it presented poor individual reliability values in the results of data set 4. The 
Concurrency aspect resulted with complexity ratios within the suggested value. Therefore, no answer 
category resulted to be a good question. However, the following answer category covered almost all the 
selection criteria; therefore it could be used in future measurement instruments. 

 There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B overlap     

It is, however, suggested to rephrase the content of it to formulate a question. 

5.1.5. Co-occurrence 

Co-occurrence questions were present only in data set 2. The measurement instruments of data set 2 
resulted with no content validity. Therefore there should be no further discussion of good questions 
within this aspect. However, and following the reasoning presented in section 4.2.2, the questions that 
were truly measuring co-occurrence are those ones in which it was indicated that the execution of the 
tasks was applicable for all cases. Therefore, from the questions that were categorized by Dr. Mendling 
and shown in Table 4; four of them are referring to this aspect. These questions are, and following the 
order presented in Table 4, questions one and four of model C; question one of model D; and question 
one of model F. Nonetheless, none of these questions reached individual reliability values according to 
the suggested value. The conclusion therefore is that none of the co-occurrence questions in data set 2 
are good questions.  
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5.2. Recommendations  

The recommendations presented in this sub chapter were designed accordingly to the theory presented 
in sub chapter 2.4, related to survey psychology.  

In the section 2.4.2, it was discussed that one should focus on the representation-of the sentence, in 
order to smooth the comprehension of the question. This can be done by facilitating the cognitive 
operations that the comprehension step requires: 

1. Representing the question in some format that makes its logical structure clear. This can be 
done by choosing an interrogative form that provides more guidance to the respondent to 
locate the trace position. The suggested interrogative forms are: the words who(m), which and 
what; and ‘yes/no’ questions. 

2. Selecting the question’s purpose. This can be done by keeping one concept per question. It is 
suggested to design questions that only contain one purpose, and not multiple questions in one 
question. The idea is to keep the question as less complex as possible. Closed questions help in 
clarifying the purpose of the question, since the answer options will point it out. However, the 
designer must include the answer by making it as exclusive as possible. 

 In respect with the answer options for close items, the designer should be aware of the biases that 
ordered and not ordered series bring to the survey results.  

As described in section 2.4.3.1.1, one should choose wisely the number of response categories to 
include in the question. As suggested by Krosnick and Fabrigar (1997), and if the question allows it, a 
seven scale points should be considered. For non ordered series, the recommendation is to keep the 
answer categories as short and clear as possible. Otherwise, the researcher may induce the respondents 
to satisficing, which means that they will minimize effort that go beyond their efforts to reduce the 
difficulty of mapping a judgment onto a response category. This means to give no answer and abandon 
the survey, or choose ‘don’t know’ options if available. 

It is also recommended, to avoid the use of the answer category ‘don’t know’ in any survey. Besides it 
will reduce your sample size and statistical power (Krosnick et al. 2000), Mondak and Creel (2001) 
showed that 2 out of every 3 who gave a ‘don’t know’ answer the first time answered correctly in the 
second time, this means that respondents might not be guessing after all.    

With these simple but powerful recommendations, the designers of future instrument measurements 
that will assess the understandability of business process models will obtain the maximum of their 
respondents. 

 

5.3. Related Work 

In this subchapter the discussion of a new research related to this research is presented. This new study 
was released while the analyses of the current research were already completed. However, given its 
relevance, it was considered to be part of this research.  

The study of Figl and Laue (2011) focused on determining which relations between model elements in a 
business process model are difficult to understand. Their research focuses on local properties of a 
model; this means that they studied only a part of the model and not the model as a whole. By relating 
some local metrics to relations between model elements this on Figl and Laue (2011) determined the 
comprehensibility difficulty of these relations. They based in Melcher et al. (2010) and in Cognitive 
Theory, as Reijers and Mendling (2011) did, to build their theory. The local metrics that Figl and Laue 
(2011) used were based on process structure tree from Vanhatalo, Völzer and Koehler (2009) and on cut 
vertices. The former can be compared with the depth metric proposed by Mendling (2008) and the 
latter with the metric separability, also proposed by Mendling (2008).  
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Process structure tree and depth metric are related with the difficulty for a user to comprehend the 
relations between nodes as deeper the nodes are nested in the model. In Mendling (2008) depth metric 
did not appear in the regression function for predicting error probability. However, Figl and Laue’s 
(2011) results show that the more nested the relations between tasks, the more difficult it is for the user 
to comprehend this relationship. Nonetheless, these results were more strongly supported by user’s 
perception of the difficulty to comprehend the relations, than by the questions assessing specifically the 
relations. Figl and Laue (2011) also commented in their discussion section that their results could not be 
conclusive since their data considered just a few cases with high nested values. In Mendling (2008) 
separability metric did form part in the regression function for predicting error probability. It was not 
the case for the results of Figl and Laue (2011) which found no support to associate that a user 
comprehends a model easier in the presence of cut vertices.  

The most interesting result found in Figl and Laue (2011), which is also strongly supported by user’s 
perception instead of user’s answers, is that relations of order and concurrency were easier to 
comprehend than repetition and exclusiveness relations. Some remarks on Figl and Laue (2011) research 
is that they used Melcher et al.’s (2010) aspects definition. Nonetheless, they changed entirely the 
presentation of the question and wording. In order to ensure reliability of their questions, Figl and Laue 
(2011) stated that they performed a replication of the study, but they did not provide any information 
about it. At this point, it is worth to mention the similarities within Figl and Laue (2011) and within this 
research. This research suggested not using Melcher et al. (2010) questions as they are, instead, they 
should be rephrased. Figl and Laue (2011) followed, without knowing it, this research suggestion.  

On the other hand, Figl and Laue (2011) results pointed out that order and concurrency as the easier to 
comprehend; while this research pointed out that order resulted the less easy to comprehend aspect. 
The differences may be explained by the differences in what was analyzed. While Figl and Laue (2011) 
considered only a part of a model, this research considered many complete models and many different 
set of questions.  

In comparison with this research, the only point is that both researches are reaching a common 
understanding that the Order aspect seems to be the optimal to ask about (outcome of this research); 
and the deeper nested the tasks are in the model, the harder will be for the user to comprehend the 
relations among tasks (outcome of Figl and Laue (2011) research). 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1. Introduction 

Through this research, we have presented step by step the theory and considerations on which 
questions and recommendations that assess the understandability of a business process model are 
based on. 

A quantitative and qualitative evaluation was performed of existing studies related with instrument 
measurements specifically for certain aspects. In combination with model structure characteristics and 
the psychology behind a survey, this research combined different theories, concepts, instrument 
measures and sciences to make recommendations and questions that assess the understandability of a 
process model. This research assesses the understandability of a Business Process Model by measuring 
clarity and relevance, which are the model qualities drivers that will help the user to conceptualize the 
model and draw conclusions from it. 

In the following subchapter, the research questions and sub questions are discussed. This discussion is 
followed, in sub chapter 6.3, by a discussion of the implications and future research.  

6.2. Research Questions Discussion  

In this section a discussion on the answering of the research question and sub questions that shaped this 
research are presented. We start with the main research question. 

How can different aspects of model understandability be combined to make recommendations on 
how to assess the understandability of a process model? 

This research explained the understandability of a business process model through the characteristics 
that it possesses. These characteristics were explained as qualities. These qualities were defined within 
the clarity and relevance guidelines of the GoM framework.  GoM framework consists of six guidelines, 
which aim to increase the quality of information models (product quality) as well as the quality of 
information modelling (process quality). Relevance considers three objectives. This research focused on 
two of them, the assessment of a developed model through the assessment of the modelling technique. 
The modelling technique was assessed by the relations of the tasks and their meanings. These 
relationships were then defined by Workflow Patterns. Clarity on the other hand, refers to the 
subjective notion of whether the model is understood by the model user. Clarity was defined to be 
assessed by questioning to model user the task relationships and their meanings. However, instead of 
creating questions, this research analyzed data form preceding studies. Moreover, a complexity metric 
related with the size of the model was chosen as an indicator of the relationship between the 
understandability of the model and its user. Furthermore, by means of quantitative and qualitative 
evaluations performed on existing instrument measurements is how this research achieved its objective 
of making recommendations and questions that assess the understandability of a process model.  

In order to answer this research question, on a lower level, several sub research questions needed to be 
assessed first. 

 What is understandability of a business process model? 
The concept of understandability started to be popular in Software Engineering field and it was more 
related to lines of code errors. The concept of process models was born in the same field and it was view 
as a tool to support software development.  
Until recently, process models became popular and are increasingly used for different organizational 
purposes. Consequently, it is of great importance to define its understandability. 
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Understandability is a characteristic that a business process model possesses which helps a person in its 
conceptualization and reasoning processes of the business process model; from which conclusions are 
drawn.  

This definition recognizes the fact that a business process model is a communication base for many, and 
from which many more drawn conclusions. Therefore, it is important to establish the basic requirements 
in order to make clear and helpful, the powerful tool that business process models are.  
 

 What makes a business process model possess understandability? 
A model possesses understandability if it possesses quality. In this research the quality of a model was 
defined by the guidelines relevance and clarity from the GoM framework and impacted by the 
complexity of the model.  
The relation of understandability and quality is not exclusive of Business Process Modelling. In fact, it 
also started within the Software Engineering field. Many frameworks have been proposed relating 
quality with data models, requirements specifications of models, among others. However, the GoM 
framework was chosen because it recognizes that: 1) a process model is a communication base for all 
persons involved; 2) the increment of perspectives of different types of user and purposes that a model 
has. Therefore, the quality of a business process model becomes essential. 
 

 How do you measure the understandability? 
Clarity is measured through Relevance, which in itself is measured by Workflow Patters (patterns from 
the Process perspective) and the relations within its tasks. In this research this was done by running a 
statistical analysis in the form of a Regression Analysis with data of preceding studies. The outcome is a 
model containing Exclusiveness, Repetition and Order, (aspects that were defined as understandability 
operators); and in which Order significantly predicts the number of nodes, which is inversely correlated 
with understandability of a business process model. The model equation is as follows:  

.*64,0*48,16*53,034,32 repetitionorderessexclusivenN   

Within the preceding studies, aspects related with relations between the tasks and their meanings were 
defined. These aspects were Order, Concurrency, Exclusiveness, Repetition and Co-occurrence. Through 
these aspects is how these studies assessed their workflow patterns. This research then analyzed the 
data related with the aspect questions and the respondents answers and obtained that in order to ask 
about patterns it is recommended: 

 To improve the comprehension of the questions by improving its representation avoiding 
syntactic and semantic difficulties. 

 To improve the response of the question by avoiding the biases of ordered and none ordered 
series within a closed question. 

From different analyses performed to these aspects questions, the following results were obtained: 

 In the Theoretical analysis which refers to the evaluation of the content validity of the studies’ 
measurement instruments it was concluded that the measurement instruments of data sets 1 
and 2 were not valid; and the measurement instruments of data sets 3 and 4 are. 

 In the Factor analysis in combination with Reliability Analysis which refer to the evaluation of 
the construct validity of the studies’ measurement instruments it was concluded that the 
measurement instruments of data set 2 lack of validity; and the measurement instruments of 
data sets 1, 3 and 4 are presented it partially. 

 In the Comprehension Analysis which refers to the evaluation of the question complexity it was 
concluded that concurrency, repetition and exclusiveness are better comprehended than order. 
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As general conclusions, the following were the questions which resulted as ‘good questions’ and that 
this research recommends being applied in future measurement instruments: 

 Order 
o There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an 

activity period of task B starts*     

 Repetition 
o For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once* 
o For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a process 

instance for which A is executed more than once*     

 Exclusiveness 
o If K is executed for a case, can L be executed for the same case? – Question 2 (4 or 5) in 

data set 1. 
o Can A, K, and Q all be executed for the same case? – Question 8 in data set 1 
o Can X and A all be executed for the same case? – Question 1 (or 3) in model B of data 

set 2 

 Concurrency 
o There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B overlap*     

*It is recommended to rephrase this sentence in order to create a question 

These were a summary of the answers provided during the development of this research. The following 
sub chapter will discuss the implications and make some remarks for future research.  
 

6.3. Implications & Further research 

Some implications arose during the development of this research which required further thought. 
Workflow patterns theory contains several levels of patterns, as described in section 2.3.1. For the 
purpose of this research only the process patterns were considered since they focus on the activities 
performed in the model. Furthermore, if the objective is to have clearance of understanding of more 
actors than just final users, then the other workflow patterns could be integrated, thus, a possible 
change in the purpose of the research focused on the actors might be considered. Moreover, within 
process factors, there are also many other patterns more complex than the ones presented in this 
research. The fact that only the basic ones and a few others were used in this research, was based on 
the type of models encountered in the literature.  

The results contained in this research are constrained by other limitations. Not all the understandability 
aspects contained in the data sets were considered. Specifically trace and soundness from data set 2. 
The impact that these aspects could have in the results obtained in this research are unknown. 
However, by looking at the co-occurrence results, which confirmed the no existence of a good questions 
in the data; it is believe that the same could happened to trace and soundness aspects, basically because 
the data was very limited and no many comparisons between data sets could be performed.  

It is also worth to acknowledge that the results of this research were obtained by analyzing models with 
abstract labels. Therefore, they may not be applicable to models that contain descriptions in their labels.  

The Comprehension Analysis does not consider the difficulty of the task’s relations; which is not the 
same as the complexity of the question. They might be related, since what is being asked marks the 
complexity of the question. However, the determination of the relation was out of scope for this 
research. The fact that the gathered data did not permit the author to perform an overall regression 
analysis considering all the aspects was an unfortunately event. However, this is a good opportunity for 
future researchers to consider doing a good experiment in which all aspects are present in order to 
confirm or extend the results of this research. 
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Appendix A 

In this appendix the questionnaires and models used in each Data Set is depicted. The presentation will 

follow the same logic as in the thesis, by data set. It is worth to acknowledge that the questionnaires 

and models that are presented below were taken from each of the information received from each data 

set source.  

Data Set 1 

Only the questions and figures that are of interest for this research are presented. The rest were 

omitted. 

Process A 

Start

A

B

D

XOR

AND

XOR

J

K L Q

M

O

N

P

R S

E F G

H

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

End

XOR

T

C

I

U V

OR

W

XOR

AND

AND

 

2: If K is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

3: Can Q be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If Q is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can O be executed for the same case? 

5: If B is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 
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6: Can D be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 

7: If Q is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know   

is D then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can G, O, and P all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process B 

Start

A

B

D

XOR

OR

AND

XOR

J

K L Q

M

O

N

P

R S

E F G

H

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

End

XOR

T

C

I

U V

OR

W

XOR

AND

 

2: If K is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

3: Can Q be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If Q is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can O be executed for the same case? 

5: If B is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 
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6: Can D be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 

7: If Q is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know   

is D then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can G, O, and P all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process C 

Start

A

B

D

XOR

AND

XOR

J

K L Q

M

O

N

P

R S

E F G

H

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

End

XOR

T

C

I

U V

OR

W

XOR

AND

XOR

 

2: If K is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

3: Can Q be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If Q is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can O be executed for the same case? 

5: If B is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

6: Can D be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 
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7: If Q is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is D then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can G, O, and P all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process D 

Start

AND

OR

BA

C D E

AND

F G H

OR

O

XOR

J

L M

AND

AND

XOR

XOR

XORT

AND

R

Q

End

S

XOR

AND

XOR

I

XOR

U

K

N

XOR

XOR

P

V

W

AND

OR

 

2: If C is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can H be executed for the same case? 

3: Can F be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If D is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can F be executed for the same case? 

5: If H is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can J be executed for the same case? 

6: Can M be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 
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7: If J is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know   

is I then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can H, J, and K all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process E 

Start

AND

OR

BA

C D E

AND

F G H

OR

O

XOR

J

L M

AND

AND

XOR

XOR

XORT

AND

R

Q

End

S

XOR

AND

XOR

I

XOR

U

K

N

XOR

XOR

P

V

W

OR

OR

 

2: If C is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can H be executed for the same case? 

3: Can F be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If D is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can F be executed for the same case? 

5: If H is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can J be executed for the same case? 

6: Can M be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 

7: If J is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is I then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can H, J, and K all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 
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Process F 

Start

AND

OR

BA

C D E

AND

F G H

OR

XOR

O

XOR

J

L M

AND

AND

XOR

XOR

XORT

AND

R

Q

End

S

XOR

AND

XOR

I

XOR

U

K

N

XOR

XOR

P

V

W

OR

 

2: If C is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can H be executed for the same case? 

3: Can F be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If D is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can F be executed for the same case? 

5: If H is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can J be executed for the same case? 

6: Can M be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 
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7: If J is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is I then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can H, J, and K all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process J 

Start

A

B C D E

J

F H
G

K
L

ON

QP

I

U

V

T

W

SR

End

OR

OR

AND

M

AND

XOR

XOR

 

2: If N is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can P be executed for the same case? 

3: Can U be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If T is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can U be executed for the same case? 

5: If B is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can Q be executed for the same case? 

6: Can M be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 
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7: If T is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is U then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can T, M, and N all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process K 

Start

A

B C D E

J

F H
G

K
L

ON

QP

I

U

V

T

W

SR

End

OR

OR

OR

M

AND

XOR

XOR

 

2: If N is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can P be executed for the same case? 

3: Can U be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If T is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can U be executed for the same case? 

5: If B is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can Q be executed for the same case? 

6: Can M be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 
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7: If T is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is U then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can T, M, and N all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process L 

Start

A

B C D E

J

F H
G

K
L

ON

QP

I

U

V

T

W

SR

End

OR

OR

M

AND

XOR

XOR

XOR

 

2: If N is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can P be executed for the same case? 

3: Can U be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If T is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can U be executed for the same case? 

5: If B is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can Q be executed for the same case? 

6: Can M be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 
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7: If T is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know   

is U then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can T, M, and N all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process V 

Start

A B

D

OR

OR

XOR
J

K L Q

M

O

N

P

R S

E F G

H

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

End

XOR

T

C I

U V

OR

W

XOR

XOR

OR

OR

XOR

XOR

XOR

OR

OR

XOR

 

2: If K is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

3: Can K be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If J is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can P be executed for the same case? 

5: If F is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

6: Can S be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 
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7: If K is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is V then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can A, K, and Q all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process W 

Start

A B

D

XOR

OR

XOR
J

K L Q

M

O

N

P

R S

E F G

H

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

End

XOR

T

C I

U V

OR

W

XOR

XOR

OR

OR

XOR

XOR

XOR

OR

OR

XOR

 

2: If K is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

3: Can K be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If J is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can P be executed for the same case? 

5: If F is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

6: Can S be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 

7: If K is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is V then always executed for the same case? 
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8: Can A, K, and Q all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

Process X 

Start

A B

D

AND

OR

XOR
J

K L Q

M

O

N

P

R S

E F G

H

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

XOR

End

XOR

T

C I

U V

OR

W

XOR

XOR

OR

OR

XOR

XOR

XOR

OR

OR

XOR

 

2: If K is executed for a case,   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

3: Can K be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case?             

4: If J is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can P be executed for the same case? 

5: If F is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

can L be executed for the same case? 

6: Can S be executed more than  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 

once for the same case? 

7: If K is executed for a case,  □ yes □ no □ I don’t know    

is V then always executed for the same case? 

8: Can A, K, and Q all be executed for the same case?   □ yes □ no □ I don’t know 
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Data Set 2 

As stated before, the original questions were in German. Here we are presenting the translated 

questions. 

Process A 

 

  

Yes No 

1 Can T be executed more than once for the same case?   

2 If F is executed for a case, can T be executed for the same case?   

3 If G is executed for a case, must U then be executed for the same case?   

4 Can this process be processed and finished in exactly 4 steps?   

5 Can E be executed after S?    

6 Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not 
be performed more than once?  
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Process B 

 

 

  

Yes No 

1 Can X and A all be executed for the same case?   

2 Is it possible to execute J after R?   

3 Can E and U all be executed for the same case?   

4 Can H be executed more than once for the same case?   

5 Can I be executed after G?   

6 Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not 
be performed more than once?  
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Process C 

 

 

  

Yes No 

1 Is D always executed after I?   

2 Can W only be executed after P, Z and H were executed?   

3 If B is executed, has L always been executed before?   

4 Is A always executed after V was executed?   

5 V can be executed after U or after L.   

6 Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not 
be performed more than once?  
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Process D 

 

 

  

Yes No 

1 Is U always executed after T is completed?   

2 If F is executed, have Z or E been executed before?   

3 After F is executed, can U and I always be executed for the same case?   

4 Can this process be finished, such that less than 5 steps were performed?   

5 If R is executed, is it possible that M was executed before?   

6 Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be 
performed more than once?  
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Process E 

 

  

Yes No 

1 If Z is executed, both H and U were executed before?   

2 Are R and Q exclusive to each other?   

3 Can this process be processed and finished in exactly 4 steps?   

4 Can B, K and F all be executed for the same case?   

5 Can P, B and Q all be executed for the same case?   

6 Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be 
performed more than once?  
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Process F 

 

  

Yes No 

1 Is B always executed in each case?   

2 Can C and K be both executed for the same case?   

3 Can F be executed more than once for the same case?   

4 Can D and L be executed for the same case?   

5 If G is executed, is L always executed for the same case?   

6 Is it assured that the process will never get stocked and that a final activity will not be 
performed more than once?  
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Data Set 3 

 

The order questions were asked for all combinations and all pair of tasks. This means that there were 20 

questions each for each pair of tasks: (A, B); (A, C); (A, D); (A, E); (B, A); (B, C); (B, D); (B, E); (C, A); (C, B); 

(C, D); (C, E); (D, A); (D, B); (D, C); (D, E); (E, A); (E, B); (E, C) and (E, D). 

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 

a. There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an 
activity period of task B starts 

b. There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an 
activity period of task B starts. But there also exists a process instance for which 
this does not hold. 

c. For each process instance, an activity period of task A ends before an activity 
period of task B starts. 

 

The concurrency and exclusiveness questions were asked for only every pair of tasks. This means that 

there were 10 questions for each aspect for each pair: (A, B); (A, C); (A, D); (A, E); (B, C); (B, D); (B, E); (C, 

D); (C, E); (D, E). The first three questions are for concurrency, the last three are for exclusiveness 

aspect. 
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Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 

a. There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both executed. 

b. There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both executed.  But 
there also exists a process instance for which this does not hold. 

c. For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B are both executed. 

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 
a. There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B 

overlap. 
b. There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B 

overlap at least once (several executions of A and B per process instance are 
possible). But there also exists a process instance for which this does not hold. 

c. For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B overlap at least 
once. 

 

The repetition questions were asked for each task. This means that there were 5 questions: A, B, C, D 

and E.  

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 

a. For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once. 

b. For each process instance, task A is executed not once or exactly once. Both cases 
really occur. 

c. For each process instance, task A is executed not once, exactly once or more than 
once. There exists a process instance for which A is executed not once and 
another one for which A is executed more than once. 

d. For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a process 
instance for which A is executed more than once. 
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Data Set 4 

 

The order questions were asked for all combinations and all pair of tasks. This means that there were 

132 questions each for each pair of tasks: (A, B); (A, C); (A, D); (A, E); (A, F); (A, G); (A, H); (A, I); (A, J); (A, 

K); (A, L); (B, A); and so on. 

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 

a. There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an 
activity period of task B starts 

b. There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an 
activity period of task B starts. But there also exists a process instance for which 
this does not hold. 

c. For each process instance, an activity period of task A ends before an activity 
period of task B starts. 

 

The concurrency and exclusiveness questions were asked for only every pair of tasks. This means that 

there were 66 questions for each aspect for each pair: (A, B); (A, C); (A, D); (A, E); (A, F); (A, G); (A, H); (A, 

I); (A, J); (A, K); (A, L); (B, C); and so on. The first three questions are for concurrency, the last three are 

for exclusiveness aspect. 
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Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 

a. There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both executed. 

b. There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both executed.  But 
there also exists a process instance for which this does not hold. 

c. For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B are both executed. 

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 
a. There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B 

overlap. 
b. There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B 

overlap at least once (several executions of A and B per process instance are 
possible). But there also exists a process instance for which this does not hold. 

c. For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B overlap at least 
once. 

 

The repetition questions were asked for each task. This means that there were 12 questions: A, B, C, D, 

E, F, G, H, I, J, K and L.  

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)? 

a. For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once. 

b. For each process instance, task A is executed not once or exactly once. Both cases 
really occur. 

c. For each process instance, task A is executed not once, exactly once or more than 
once. There exists a process instance for which A is executed not once and 
another one for which A is executed more than once. 

d. For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a process 
instance for which A is executed more than once. 
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Appendix B 

In Table 33 the construction of the questionnaire used for data set 3 is showed. 

 

Table 33 Questions aspects for Data Set 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of 

Question in the 

Survey

Type of Question Category Aspect

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.    There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends

before an activity period of task B starts

b.    There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A ends

before an activity period of task B starts. But there also exists a process

instance for which this does not hold.

c.     For each process instance, an activity period of task A ends before an

activity period of task B starts.

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly one)?

a.    For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once.

b.   For each process instance, task A is executed not once or exactly once.

Both cases really occur.

c.    For each process instance, task A is executed not once, exactly once or

more than once. There exists a process instance for which A is executed not

once and another one for which A is executed more than once.

d.   For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a 

process instance for which A is executed more than once.

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.    There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A and

task B overlap.

b.    There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A and task

B overlap at least once (several executions of A and B per process instance

are possible). But there also exists a process instance for which this does

not hold.

c.     For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B overlap

at least once.

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.    There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both

executed.

b.    There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both

executed. But there also exists a process instance for which this does not

hold.

c.     For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B are both

executed.

Last 10 of group 2 Exclusiveness

First 20 of group 1

Last 5 of group 1

Order

Repetition

First 10 of group 2 Concurrency
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Appendix C 

In Table 34 the construction of the questionnaire used for data set 4 is showed. 

 

Table 34 Questions aspects for Data Set 4 

 

Appendix D 

In this appendix the result of the Factor Analysis test of data set 4 is presented in the following Table 35. 

Number of Question 

in the Survey
Type of Question Category Aspect

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.    There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an activity

period of task B starts

b.    There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A ends before an activity

period of task B starts. But there also exists a process instance for which this does not hold.

c.     For each process instance, an activity period of task A ends before an activity period of task B

starts.

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly one)?

a.    For each process instance, task A is executed exactly once.

b.   For each process instance, task A is executed not once or exactly once. Both cases really

occur.

c.    For each process instance, task A is executed not once, exactly once or more than once.

There exists a process instance for which A is executed not once and another one for which A is

executed more than once.

d.   For each process instance, task A is executed at least once. There exists a process instance

for which A is executed more than once.

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.    There is no process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B overlap.

b.    There is a process instance for which an activity period of task A and task B overlap at least

once (several executions of A and B per process instance are possible). But there also exists a

process instance for which this does not hold.

c.     For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B overlap at least once.

Which of the following possible answers is correct (only exactly once)?

a.    There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both executed.

b.    There is no process instance, for which tasks A and task B are both executed. But there also

exists a process instance for which this does not hold.

c.     For each process instance, the activity periods of tasks A and B are both executed.

First 132 questions Order

Last 12 questions Repetition

From question 133 

to 198 (66 questions 

in total)

Concurrency

From question 199 

to 264 (66 questions 

in total)

Exclusiveness
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Table 35 Factor Analysis results of the model in DS4 

Construct Item Category Mean Standard Deviation Standard Loading Cronbach's Alpha

ZC2 concurrency negative 0,93 0,26 -1,00

ZC3 concurrency negative 0,87 0,35 -0,71

ZC4 concurrency negative 0,93 0,26 -1,00

ZC6 concurrency negative 0,93 0,26 -1,00

ZC17 concurrency negative 0,87 0,35 -0,70

ZO109 order negative 0,07 0,26 1,00

ZO112 order negative 0,07 0,26 1,00

ZO118 order positive 0,93 0,26 -1,00

ZO121 order positive 0,93 0,26 -1,00

ZO126 order negative 0,07 0,26 1,00

ZO131 order positive 0,87 0,35 -0,70

ZO10 order negative 0,87 0,35 0,81

ZO18 order negative 0,80 0,41 0,70

ZO22 order negative 0,87 0,35 0,81

ZC11 concurrency positive 0,93 0,26 -0,98

ZC17 concurrency negative 0,87 0,35 -0,71

ZE51 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,26 -0,98

ZE54 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,26 -0,98

ZO58 order positive 0,87 0,35 0,71

ZO129 order positive 0,13 0,35 0,72

ZO131 order positive 0,87 0,35 -0,71

ZR3 repetition=1 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR4 repetition=1 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR5 repetition=1 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR6 repetition? 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR9 repetition? 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZO58 order positive 0,87 0,35 0,71

ZR3 repetition=1 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR4 repetition=1 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR5 repetition=1 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR6 repetition? 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZR9 repetition? 0,93 0,26 0,99

ZC12 concurrency positive 0,87 0,35 -0,95

ZC35 concurrency negative 0,80 0,41 -0,83

ZC38 concurrency negative 0,80 0,41 -0,83

ZC39 concurrency negative 0,80 0,41 -0,83

ZO9 order positive 0,80 0,41 -0,80

ZO79 order negative 0,20 0,41 0,81

ZO96 order negative 0,20 0,41 0,81

ZC65 concurrency positive 0,93 0,258 0,97

ZE35 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 0,97

ZE39 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 0,97

ZE40 exclusiveness neutral 0,87 0,352 0,79

ZO50 order positive 0,87 0,352 0,75

ZE2 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 -1,01

ZE3 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 -1,01

ZE4 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 -1,01

ZE18 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 -1,01

ZE21 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 -1,01

ZE24 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 -1,01

ZE30 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 -1,01

ZC13 concurrency positive 0,93 0,258 0,96

ZC40 concurrency neutral 0,93 0,258 0,96

ZE62 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 0,96

ZO117 order negative 0,93 0,258 0,96

ZC3 concurrency negative 0,87 0,352 0,72

ZC25 concurrency positive 0,93 0,258 1,00

ZC30 concurrency positive 0,93 0,258 1,00

ZC33 concurrency positive 0,93 0,258 1,00

ZO16 order positive 0,07 0,258 -1,00

ZO28 order neutral 0,93 0,258 1,00

ZO91 order positive 0,87 0,352 0,71

ZO129 order positive 0,13 0,352 -0,73

ZC28 concurrency positive 0,87 0,352 -0,77

ZO40 order negative 0,8 0,414 -0,74

ZC46 concurrency negative 0,93 0,258 -0,97

ZO67 order positive 0,87 0,352 -0,76

ZR1 repetition? 0,93 0,258 -0,97

ZC18 concurrency negative 0,73 0,458 0,82

ZC19 concurrency negative 0,73 0,458 0,82

ZC20 concurrency negative 0,53 0,516 0,71

ZC22 concurrency negative 0,67 0,488 0,76

ZC61 concurrency positive 0,87 0,352 0,70

ZC14 concurrency negative 0,93 0,258 0,98

ZC52 concurrency negative 0,93 0,258 0,98

ZC57 concurrency neutral 0,87 0,352 0,72

ZE12 exclusiveness negative 0,93 0,258 0,98

ZE42 exclusiveness neutral 0,87 0,352 0,72

ZE19 exclusiveness positive 0,93 0,258 0,77

ZO17 order positive 0,87 0,352 0,84

ZO61 order positive 0,2 0,414 -0,73

ZO106 order positive 0,8 0,414 0,72

ZO110 order positive 0,8 0,414 0,72

0,841

0,875

0,479

0,882

1

0,94

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

12

9

10

11

0,397

0,815

0,896

6

0,109

13

14

0,316

0,958

0,766

0,972

1

2

3

4

5

7

8
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Appendix E 

In this appendix the results of the IRI test of data set 4 are presented in several tables since they were 

too many questions. The first two tables, Table 36 and Table 37  contain the order questions. Table 38 

contains the currency questions and Table 39 contains the exclusiveness and repetition questions. 
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Table 36 IRI results of Data Set 4 - Order questions part I 

Type Item Item-Total-Correlations Sub-Type

ZO1 -0,11 order negative

ZO2 -0,17 order positive

ZO3 -0,13 order positive

ZO4 -0,07 order positive

ZO5 -0,17 order positive

ZO6 -0,07 order positive

ZO7 0,63 order negative

ZO8 0,33 order negative

ZO9 0,17 order positive

ZO10 0,41 order negative

ZO11 0,40 order negative

ZO12 -0,09 order negative

ZO13 0,10 order negative

ZO14 0,10 order negative

ZO15 -0,06 order negative

ZO16 0,23 order positive

ZO17 -0,40 order positive

ZO18 0,33 order negative

ZO19 -0,11 order negative

ZO21 0,25 order negative

ZO22 0,41 order negative

ZO23 0,28 order negative

ZO24 0,85 order negative

ZO25 -0,08 order negative

ZO26 -0,01 order negative

ZO27 0,58 order negative

ZO28 -0,29 order neutral

ZO29 0,18 order negative

ZO30 -0,37 order positive

ZO31 0,07 order positive

ZO32 0,54 order negative

ZO33 0,22 order negative

ZO34 0,24 order positive

ZO35 0,11 order positive

ZO36 0,07 order positive

ZO37 0,37 order positive

ZO38 0,12 order positive

ZO39 0,24 order positive

ZO40 0,37 order negative

ZO41 0,02 order negative

ZO42 0,02 order negative

ZO43 0,03 order negative

ZO44 0,07 order negative

ZO45 0,13 order negative

ZO46 -0,10 order positive

ZO47 -0,45 order positive

ZO48 0,12 order negative

ZO49 0,23 order negative

ZO50 0,39 order positive

ZO51 0,31 order negative

ZO52 -0,01 order negative

ZO53 0,18 order negative

ZO54 0,28 order negative

ZO55 0,31 order negative

ZO56 0,20 order negative

ZO57 0,19 order negative

ZO58 0,48 order positive

ZO59 0,56 order negative

ZO60 -0,10 order positive

ZO61 0,20 order positive

ZO62 0,19 order negative

ZO63 -0,11 order negative

ZO64 0,12 order negative

ZO65 0,51 order negative

Order
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Table 37 IRI results of Data Set 4 - Order questions part II 

ZO66 -0,01 order negative

ZO67 0,22 order positive

ZO68 0,00 order positive

ZO69 -0,04 order positive

ZO70 0,29 order positive

ZO71 0,27 order positive

ZO72 -0,31 order negative

ZO73 -0,30 order negative

ZO74 -0,03 order negative

ZO75 -0,36 order negative

ZO76 -0,57 order positive

ZO77 -0,02 order positive

ZO78 0,11 order negative

ZO79 0,18 order negative

ZO80 -0,08 order positive

ZO81 0,22 order negative

ZO82 -0,64 order negative

ZO83 -0,31 order negative

ZO84 0,23 order negative

ZO85 0,30 order negative

ZO86 -0,41 order negative

ZO87 -0,42 order negative

ZO88 -0,51 order positive

ZO89 0,15 order negative

ZO90 -0,47 order negative

ZO91 0,02 order positive

ZO92 -0,09 order negative

ZO93 0,18 order negative

ZO94 -0,36 order negative

ZO95 0,47 order negative

ZO96 0,18 order negative

ZO97 -0,30 order negative

ZO98 -0,04 order negative

ZO99 0,16 order positive

ZO100 0,09 order positive

ZO101 0,02 order positive

ZO102 -0,04 order positive

ZO103 0,01 order positive

ZO104 0,01 order positive

ZO105 -0,30 order negative

ZO106 -0,47 order positive

ZO107 -0,49 order positive

ZO108 0,49 order negative

ZO109 0,17 order negative

ZO110 -0,47 order positive

ZO111 0,14 order negative

ZO112 0,17 order negative

ZO113 -0,17 order negative

ZO114 0,40 order negative

ZO115 0,15 order negative

ZO116 -0,06 order negative

ZO117 -0,16 order negative

ZO118 -0,23 order positive

ZO119 0,17 order negative

ZO120 0,27 order negative

ZO121 -0,23 order positive

ZO122 0,02 order negative

ZO123 0,26 order negative

ZO124 -0,10 order negative

ZO125 0,73 order negative

ZO126 0,17 order negative

ZO127 0,10 order negative

ZO128 -0,06 order negative

ZO129 0,16 order positive

ZO130 0,49 order negative

ZO131 -0,19 order positive
ZO132 -0,12 order positive

Order
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Table 38 IRI results of Data Set 4 - Concurrency questions 

 

ZC1 -0,22 concurrency negative

ZC2 -0,23 concurrency negative

ZC3 -0,37 concurrency negative

ZC4 -0,23 concurrency negative

ZC5 0,00 concurrency negative

ZC6 -0,23 concurrency negative

ZC7 0,31 concurrency positive

ZC8 0,40 concurrency positive

ZC9 0,31 concurrency positive

ZC10 0,58 concurrency positive

ZC11 -0,03 concurrency positive

ZC12 -0,12 concurrency positive

ZC13 -0,16 concurrency positive

ZC14 -0,42 concurrency negative

ZC15 -0,18 concurrency positive

ZC17 -0,19 concurrency negative

ZC18 0,29 concurrency negative

ZC19 0,29 concurrency negative

ZC20 0,35 concurrency negative

ZC21 -0,05 concurrency negative

ZC22 0,24 concurrency negative

ZC23 -0,04 concurrency neutral

ZC24 0,23 concurrency positive

ZC25 -0,29 concurrency positive

ZC26 0,23 concurrency positive

ZC27 -0,26 concurrency positive

ZC28 0,39 concurrency positive

ZC29 -0,12 concurrency negative

ZC30 -0,29 concurrency positive

ZC31 0,10 concurrency positive

ZC32 0,29 concurrency positive

ZC33 -0,29 concurrency positive

ZC34 0,35 concurrency negative

ZC35 -0,12 concurrency negative

ZC36 -0,06 concurrency negative

ZC37 0,07 concurrency negative

ZC38 -0,12 concurrency negative

ZC39 -0,12 concurrency negative

ZC40 -0,16 concurrency neutral

ZC45 0,12 concurrency neutral

ZC46 0,06 concurrency negative

ZC47 0,23 concurrency positive

ZC52 -0,42 concurrency negative

ZC53 -0,19 concurrency negative

ZC56 -0,33 concurrency positive

ZC57 -0,33 concurrency neutral

ZC58 -0,33 concurrency positive

ZC59 -0,08 concurrency neutral

ZC60 -0,33 concurrency positive

ZC61 0,46 concurrency positive

ZC63 -0,28 concurrency negative
ZC65 0,23 concurrency positive

Concurrency
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Table 39 IRI results of Data Set 4 - Exclusiveness and Repetition Questions 

 

ZE1 -0,38 exclusiveness positive

ZE2 -0,07 exclusiveness positive

ZE3 -0,07 exclusiveness positive

ZE4 -0,07 exclusiveness positive

ZE5 0,27 exclusiveness positive

ZE11 -0,26 exclusiveness neutral

ZE12 -0,42 exclusiveness negative

ZE13 -0,45 exclusiveness positive

ZE18 -0,07 exclusiveness positive

ZE19 -0,10 exclusiveness positive

ZE21 -0,07 exclusiveness positive

ZE23 0,29 exclusiveness neutral

ZE24 -0,07 exclusiveness positive

ZE25 -0,35 exclusiveness neutral

ZE27 0,29 exclusiveness neutral

ZE28 -0,12 exclusiveness negative

ZE30 -0,07 exclusiveness positive

ZE35 0,23 exclusiveness positive

ZE37 0,00 exclusiveness positive

ZE39 0,23 exclusiveness positive

ZE40 0,10 exclusiveness neutral

ZE42 -0,14 exclusiveness neutral

ZE47 0,09 exclusiveness positive

ZE49 -0,23 exclusiveness positive

ZE51 -0,03 exclusiveness positive

ZE52 -0,15 exclusiveness positive

ZE53 0,09 exclusiveness positive

ZE54 -0,03 exclusiveness positive

ZE61 -0,25 exclusiveness positive

ZE62 -0,16 exclusiveness positive
ZE66 0,04 exclusiveness positive

ZR1 0,06 repetition?

ZR3 0,42 repetition=1

ZR4 0,42 repetition=1

ZR5 0,42 repetition=1

ZR6 0,42 repetition?

ZR7 0,36 repetition?

ZR9 0,42 repetition?
ZR11 0,48 repetition+

Exclusiveness

Repetition
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Appendix F 

In this appendix the results of the regression analysis performed with Order and Co-occurrence as the 

independent variables is presented. The results are depicted in Table 40. 

 

Table 40 Regression test results from Order and Co-occurrence 

 

 

 

B SE B BETA

Constant 28,728 1,34

Order 0,403 1,054 0,058

Co-occurrence -1,382 1,294 -0,162

Note: R^2=.027 (ps>.05). N = 46
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